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Concern prompts addition
of faculty to search group

Student charged
with sexual battery
by David Hurt
police reporter
A JMU student was attested Nov. 21 and charged with sexually
battering another JMU student.
The arrest of Donesh R. Zaraani, 25, of Harrisonburg, stemmed from
an alleged off-campus and an on-campus incident involving Zamani and
the same female student, according to campus police Lt. Tim Carter.
The on-campus incident reportedly occurred Nov. 8 at PC Dukes.
Carter said the incident happened during work hours, but he did not
know if Zamani was on duty at the time.
Both Zamani and the alleged victim reportedly were employees of
PC Dukes at the time of the incident.
PC Dukes managers could not confirm whether Zamani is still an
employee of PC Dukes Sunday evening.
Carter said a charge was obtained through campus police for the
alleged on-campus incident, and sexual battery charges were filed
through HPD for the incident that reportedly occurred off campus.
According to HPD Sgt. D.D. Kroushorn. the off-campus incident
occurred "on or about" Nov. 5 around midnight on Grattan Street.
Zamani was arrested on that charge Nov. 21.
According to Article 18.2-67.4 of the Code of Virginia, "An accused
shall be guilty of sexual battery if he or she sexually abuses the
complaining witness, by force, threat or intimidation, or through the use
of the complaining witness's mental*incapacity or physical
helplessness."
see STUDENT page 2

said there was a concern about diversity of the
by Cristie Breen
committee."
news editor
But according to Oberst, the original composition of
Faculty concern sparked a change in the makeup of a
the committee did not exclude faculty or students from the
search committee that will choose the dean of the General
process of choosing the new dean.
Education program. The General Education program will
'The faculty and students were not excluded," Oberst
replace the liberal studies program each student must
said. She added that in the Nov. 17 memo, she stated that
complete before graduating from JMU.
the search committee will "include faculty and students in
The original committee to search for the new dean was their deliberations." •
made up of all of the deans and provosts from
But because of the faculty response, "I
each of the five colleges. Bethany Oberst,
thought maybe it would be a good idea to add
vice president for academic affairs, decided
the faculty members more formally," she
on the composition of the committee and
said.
released the decision in a memo to all faculty
However, some faculty are still upset about
Nov. 17.
how the committee was originally composed
The memo was poorly received by some
and see it as another example of the
faculty members who were concerned
administration's effort to keep faculty out of
because the administration did not place any
decision making on campus.
faculty on the committee.
"The choice (of the composition of] the Gen
As a response, Oberst decided to allow one
Ed Search Committee was astonishing in two
faculty member per college to sit on the
ways," according to Caroline Marshall,
committee. Each of the five deans and
professor of history. "It provided for a
provosts nominated three faculty members
Bethany Oberst committee in which there was no faculty
from their college, and Oberst is going to
participation,... and shows that the idea of a
decide which faculty member from each college would sit serious search is not very believable."
on the committee.
Marshall said she and many of her colleagues are
While Oberst admitted that she added faculty to the concerned about the lack of faculty involvement in
committee because of faculty response to the original
committee makeup, she said, "People very thoughtfully
see GROUP page 2

Ride board offers company for the long trip home
by Jason Brockwell
contributing writer
"Please Help Me! I'm Desperate!"
There is a place on campus where such
student pleas are common.
"Will pay for gas, food . . .
anything." A place, in fact, where such
unguarded expressions — both
affected and genuine — are almost the
norm.

She usually finds a ride when she
wants one. Two students called her this
weekend offering rides.
Nor has she suffered through any
horror stories that one might imagine
when people are thrown together in a
moving, enclosed area for extended
periods of time with nothing more in
common than a similar destination.
Shatinsky's worst experience was
getting caught in a windstorm while

There are good and bad [drivers].
Some go 90 miles an hour, and that's all
right for some .. .
Tony Madsen
freshman class president
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"Will bake brownies, buy lunch,
make mix tapes, take the wheel." And,
no, these aren't ad samples from a new
JMU dating service.
These are just a few of the ways
people advertise themselves on the
JMU ride board.
The ride board, hanging on the wall
in Warren Hall next to the campus post
office, is the place where students who
need rides or riders can find names of
students who are heading in a similar
direction.
"I've been pretty lucky so far,"
freshman Diana Shatinsky said.
Shatinsky looks for rides on most any
weekend to Longwood College in
.Farmville. where, she visits a friend.

riding back from Longwood in a van.
"We were getting blown all over the
road, and then we got boxed in by four
18-wheelers."
The ride board actually consists of
two boards.
The larger of the two boards has a
map of Virginia and a map of six MidEastern states with many of the most
popular destinations represented by
numbers.
There are corresponding numbered
pegs beneath these maps. Students fill
out either a white, "ride wanted" card
or a yellow, "riders wanted" card,
depending on their need, and place the
card on the peg that corresponds with
their desired destination.

The second board has pegs with
other states like Florida, Georgia,
Connecticut, Ohio and even an "other"
peg for those places less traveled to by
JMU students.
Many freshmen, the most frequent
users of the board, are either first time
users or had only used the ride board
once or twice with varying success.
Freshman Denise Seipal could not
find a ride to Ohio over Thanksgiving
break using the ride board.
Freshman Caroline Davis was able
to find a ride to Fairfax using the ride
board, but has had less luck using it to
find a ride to her home in Austin,
Texas.
Freshman Class President Tony
Madsen has used the ride board to find
rides to New Jersey. "There are
different kinds of drivers," Madsen
said.
"There are good and bad ones.
Some go 90 miles an hour, and that's
all right for some . . ." But mad races
up the interstate to New Jersey have
not been his worst experience with the
ride board.
Some student pranksters got his
name off the ride board and began
calling him one night from 12:30 a.m.
to past S a.m., pretending at first to be
interested in giving him a ride, but then
turning to a whole range of insults.
For Madsen and his roommate, the
result was not enough sleep the night
before a big test. For the students
involved in making the calls, the result
was a judicial offense charge.
see BOARD page 2

IAN GRAHAM/senior photographer
Junior Sean Niehoff searches the ride board near the post
office in Warren Hall Saturday for winter break
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continued from page 1
Sexual battery also has a higher
burden of proof than other forms of
battery, the code states.
"To prove the crime of sexual
battery, the Commonwealth has to
establish beyond a reasonable doubt
that the accused touched the intimate
pans of the complaining witness, or
that the complaining witness was
forced to touch the intimate parts of
the accused, with the intent to
sexually molest, arouse, or gratify
any person," according to the Code
of Virginia.
"The acts must have been against
the will of the complaining witness,"
the code states.
The case is being handled through
the Commonwealth Attorney's
office, but Commonwealth Attorney
Doug Stark said he could not yet give
any information or comments on the
case.
In the April 3 issue of The Breeze,
Stark said the current burden of proof
decision for cases of sexual battery
was established in the 1986 Virginia
Court of Appeals case Doss v.
Commonwealth, and with other
forms of battery, the complaining
witness
must
only
prove
nonconsensual touching.
Sexual battery is a class-one
misdemeanor punishable by a
maximum of 12 months in jail and/or
a $2,500 fine.
Zamani's court date is set for Dec.
6.

Group.

committee," Allain said.
continued from page 1
Richard Whitman, provost of the
administrative matters, and this issue
College of Arts and Utters, and chair
is a prime example of that lack of
of the search committee, said he
involvement.
agreed with Oberst's decision to put
"We feel the issue here is the
faculty on the committee.
academic integrity of the
"It's important for there
school, which will suffer
to be support among
unless you have scholarly
faculty," Whitman said.
guardianship
over
Applications for the
academic
matters,"
dean position were due to
Marshall said.
Whitman by 5 p.m.
"Representatives of
Friday. Once Oberst
administration seemed to
chooses the five faculty
be unduly fearful" of
members to sit on the
faculty members, she said.
committee,
the committee
Violet Allain, professor
„
will
begin
meeting,
with
of secondary education and
Whitman
the
goal
of
choosing
the
Richard
school administration, said
new dean by Dec. 15.
she opposed the original
Applicants must be full-time,
makeup of the committee.
"I didn't support that at all," tenured JMU faculty, according to
Allain said about the committee. Oberst's memo.
"We made a decision that we
"There was no faculty or student
representation, and there were no would have greater efficiency by
taking somebody who knows the Gen
females" on the committee.
All of the college deans and Ed program, and knows the various
provosts are male, and having an all- talents of faculty." Oberst said. "We
male committee is against university have a lot of talented people on this
campus who can provide this
policy, Allain said.
"Some faculty were put off by the leadership."
Whitman said the committee will
composition of the committee,"
have to rush in its deliberations to
Allain said.
"Many of them would be reluctant choose the dean by the Dec. 15
deadline.
to apply for the position," she said.
"If the Gen Ed program is to
She said she thinks faculty
move along, everyone recognizes
representation on the committee will
improve the quality of the search. that the next important step is to
"Only good can come of having more provide leadership quickly."
equitable representation on the Whitman said.

Board

continued from page 1
Some non-JMU students also use
the ride board.
Eastern Mennonite University
graduate Chuck Wenger uses the
board to offer rides to people headed
for Lancaster, Pa. Wenger took one
JMU
student
along over
Thanksgiving break.
Like most who offer rides, he
charges a small fee for gas.
Wenger's main motive, though, is
a little company on the long drive.
"It's just nice to have someone
along."
No one seems to know the origins
of the ride board.
"It has been here a long time,"
was the answer many people gave
about the beginnings of the ride
board.
Employees and members of
Student Activities, the Student
Government Association, the Wanen
Hall information desk and the Center
for Off-Campus Living, even the
perennial post office ladies, had no
idea when it started or who took the
initiative to design the service.
Already shrouded in mystery, the
ride board may one day become
obsolete.
Some students are beginning to
use the VAX to hook up with
possible rides and riders. But for
those students who enjoy thumbing
through the the ride cards and their
passionate calls for help, this is
probably a long way off.

FYI. . .
The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Alison Boyce,
editor.
Malting address:

The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
E-Mail address:
THE.BREEZE within the JMU
VAX system;
THE_BREEZE@jmu.edu outside
the JMU VAX system
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CORRECTIONS
• Comments from Nikitah
Imani, assistant professor of
sociology, in the story
"Affirmative action forum
sparks student debate" in the
Nov. 30 issue should not have
been attributed to him and
were taken out of context.
• The story "Faculty member
requests public release of
report" should have said the
Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools report
covered the psychology
doctoral and ISAT programs.
The Breeze regrets the errors.

PHOTOS BY IAN GRAHAWsenior photographer

Child's play
Madison Leadership Center sponsors 'Kid Dropl You Shop!'
Saturday afternoon in Taylor Hall, rm. 405 as part of Winterfest
1995. The event gave parents a few child-free hours to shop for
holiday gifts, (above) Michael Shipley, 16 months and son of
UPB Assistant Director Susan Shipley, is fascinated by a bunch
of balloons at the event, (right) A few youngsters enjoy
themselves at the 'Kid Drop.' Other Winterfest activities
included tree lighting on the Quad Sunday evening.
.
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Campus paper unveils homepage today
by Rick Thompson
staff writer
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This homepage will greet users of the new
Breeze Net. The web site premieres today.

In JMU's never-ending march toward the
21 st century. The Breeze has laid its claim on
a corner of cyberspace.
As of today, Breeze Net, The Breeze's online version, can be found on the World
Wide Web, a network of computers
stretching the globe that Steve Schwab,
Breeze Net's on-line adviser, describes as
"computer technology's answer to the phone
system."
According to Alison Boycc, editor of The
Breeze, putting The Breezti on the World
Wide Web opens up new opportunities for
JMU's campus newspaper, including the
ability to reach out to alumni and prospective
students.
"We're really excited about The Breeze
on-line because it gives us an opportunity for
people all over the country to learn about
both JMU and The Breeze," she said
The Breeze's home page can be found on
the World Wide Web at the site
http://breeze.jmu.edu. Web browsers will
now find a site based primarily on the print
edition.
Breeze Net editors hope to make Breeze
Net the best on-line paper in the country by
including unique features like color graphics
and video and audio elements.
Breeze Net will have the capacity to run
full-length stories on-line when space
constraints cause them to be cut short in the
printed version, Boyce said.
The on-line version will eventually
include audio and video clips to complement
the stories.
Junior biology major Nirav Chaudhari
said he is interested in using Breeze Net. "I

use the computer enough during the day that Breeze Net's on-line editor, "The potential is
having something else on [it] just becomes enormous because (the web has] a worldwide
more convenient for me. I can accomplish audience.
that much more without having to go
"I see this as a transitional stage for The
anywhere."
Breeze'' he said, adding he hopes to see the
Senior Mark Comick, a computer science web site become "an essential part of The
major, said he wants to see just how The Breeze."
Breeze intends to utilize the web's resources.
Schwab expressed similar sentiments, but
"The on-line Breeze should not just be a added "Breeze Net needs to take on its own
digitization of the paper Breeze," he said.
identity . . . because it is unique, and it is
"I'U reserve judgment until 1 see it, but if going to be different."
it's just repurposed dreck from the (print]
According to senior Jay Hakansson, a
edition, I won't be
■——_________ __^^^^^^^^__ student in an
impressed," Cornick
a
"""""
advanced public
relations class
Breeze Net needs t0
which researched
uses h
web interest for the
the web — using
Breeze on-line
links effectively,
project, plans are
providing regularly
being made to hold
updated material,
meetings
and
workshops next
to like it.
semester to show
According
interested students
Schwab,
an
how to use the
instructor in the
Steve Schwab World Wide Web
school of media arts
Breeze Net's on-line adviser and Breeze Net.
and design, this is —
The Breeze is
exactly what Breeze Net intends to not the first organization at JMU to set up
accomplish.
shop on the much-heralded "information
"Some [school newspapers] just throw super highway." University groups like the
their content on-line without putting much Marching Royal Dukes and WXJM already
thought into it," he said.
have their own homepages on the Internet.
"We could have done that a long time
The university itself has an informational
ago, but I really didn't want to do that. I
web site providing key statistics and news
wanted to put some thought into the design," about JMU.
Schwab said.
Breeze Net is coming on-line at a time
Breeze Net will undergo redesign and
when the web's purpose is changing from
other changes as the print and on-line staffs being strictly educational to including outlets
receive mort feedback from users.
for news and information as well as
According to junior Lee Bumgarner, entertainment.
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by David Hurt
police rep.
Campus poBce report the following:

Service of City Summons
• Student Jeffrey R. Huskins, 20, of Kingsville, Md., was
served with a city summons for breach of peace at 8:23 am.
Nov. 28.
Unauthorized Solicitation
• Four individuals reportedly were selling perfume in the
Lakeside area residence halls at 3:56 p.m. Nov. 29.
Officers advised the individuals of JMU's no solicitation
policy and asked them to leave campus.

Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke the lower fold-in
section of a window in Ikenberry HaH at 8:51 p.m. Nov. 29.
Snow was found impacted on the screen outside the glass.
Damage to the window is estimated at $50.

Destruction of Public Property/Fire Alarm
•.^gdentified individuals allegedly bent a sprinkler head in the
! ^^R area of the S
atemity house at 12:46 p.m.
The sprinkler was slowly leaking water,
Destruction of Private Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly damaged the right rear
quarter panel of a JMU employee's car, leaving a six-to eightHe 1984 Buick Skyhawk parked in A-lot*
exter
3 p.m. Nov. 29

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a two-wheel, silver
hand cart with red handles from Eagle Hall at 4:39 p.m. Nov.
28.
The word "Bookstore" was written in black magic marker on
the cart The cart Is valued at $125
Number of drunk in pubic charges since Aug. 29:45

Midnight vigil

RICK THOMPSON/r onlributing photographer

Students gather on the commons to tend burning candles lit in recognition of World AIDS Day late Friday
night. About 150 people attended the candlelight vigil, which was sponsored by the Office of Residence Life
to commemorate victims of the disease. One of the event's organizers, Matthew Sturtevant, an RA in Eagle
Hall said, "It's an issue that I'm particularly sensitive to, and I know It's meaningful for a lot of people on
campus. My co-organizer, Scott Colston, and I wanted to do this for everybody on campus — anybody who
knew somebody who had died from it, somebody who Is suffering from It now, or somebody who wanted to
remember or somebody who wanted to pray. This is something we wanted to do — something we needed to
do, and the response has Just been wonderful."
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Men's Basketball
December 5,' 1995
7:30 p.m.
vs.
George Washington

Mayor John Neff
Harruonbui^

■

2 lucky students will win
a free pair of Reebok shoes,
courtesy of JMU Basketball
and Reebok. All students are
eligible. Must be at the game
in order to win.

Wednesday
December 6
7:3© m 8:3©
Taylor 404
"JU/T ONE AT A TIME"

!

Call 568-Dukefor ticket information.
/PON/OREO BY LEADER/HIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
FOR MORE INFO., CALL XQ538

A Christmas Story
Tue & Wed., Dec. 5 & 6

FREE!
Hot chocolate served
on Tuesday!

campus

ft DRICIDOSLY COMPLEX CRIME STORY!"
ABYNAMITECUT!SPaiS!WmCf
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celebration

of'thetrholiday
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holidays around*^the"world
hunger^banqufct © brass"*ensemble
The Usual Suspects
Thus., Fd & Sat.,
Dec. 7,8 & 9

noted.

WHOISKEYSERSOZE?
Come find out...

IvAJU
Jcln Tha C-ew
X1UPB.

local. Kind i show W JCcttoling... and •more!
Foriquestions#or* furtherfinformation, please
contact

the * MadisoDJ'Leadership ^Center$x65 58
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LOCAL BAND SHOW-7:00-Thursday, December 7-PC Ballroom-Come groove ,0 ,hetunes of THREE JMU b*!ST^
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D-hall adjusts to accommodate student needs
Mexican food now sit-down option in D-hall
by Mike Anton
contributing writer
D-hall now gives students a sit-down
Mexican food option after student response
indicated that students missed the Mexican food
option in Let's Go and Amigos.
"Thc Mexican line [in D-hall] is a good
addition," sophomore finance major Brett
Jortland said. "Since we can't eat in Let's Go,
it's good that we can get Mexican somewhere."
According to D-hall Director Joe Erickson,
the decision to implement the Mexican option
was fueled by feedback from students.
"We're customer driven," Erickson sakt "If
you tell us you want something, we're going to
do it."
On Nov. 6, D-hall began serving Mexican
.food in line 5, according to Erickson. The
Mexican option is available five days a week
for lunch only.
I
,
The menu selection process is decided by
customer comment cards filled out by students,
the Student Government Association Food
Service Advisory Committee and the Directors
Club, which is made up of hall directors who
receive opinions from their residents, Erickson
said.
The Mexican food option was started six
years'ago with the opening of Pepe's
Steakhouse, a Mexican restaurant at lunch and a
steakhouse at night. It was located on the top
floor of Warren Hall where the steakhouse is
still located.
Dining Services decided to change the name
to Amigos in fall 1993. However, Amigos
closed down in fall 1994 because Dining
Services decided it made the best financial
sense to consolidate the Mexican option into Dhall instead of having it in a separate building,
Erickson said.
'The move was more cost-effective and
efficient," he said. "By being more efficient, we
are better able to serve our customers."
The space where Amigos was formerly
located is being used as the University Club for
faculty and staff at lunchtime and as a
steakhouse for students for dinner.
Some students who remember Amigos said
they missed this dining option.
"I liked Amigos because it was a change of
pace from D-hall," senior marketing major Jeff
Haas said. "But I think that it's fine that they
still offer Mexican somewhere."
Senior finance major Nate Wisecarver said,
"I didn't like when they closed Amigos down. I
liked being able to go somewhere other than Dhall to get Mexican."
The Mexican option, however, was not lost
in 1994 because it was part of the Let's Go
take-out service which had a sit-down option
that gave students the choice to eat Mexican
food in D-hall.

This option was taken away when Dining
Services decided to abandon the sit-down
option in Let's Go this semester because of
control problems, according to Erickson. Some
students would eat in the seating area and then
try to bring food home with them.
"It was an absolute nightmare," he said.
"People would take more than they could eat,
then try to bring it out with them. It wasn't
allowed but was happening anyway."
Erickson is pleased with the response he has
seen in the Mexican food in line S.
"It's a compliment that we started the
Mexican line on the sixth [of Nov.] and we
already have, lines for it," Erickson said.
In addition to the new Mexican line, several
other things are being planned at D-hall.
Erickson hopes to have a yogurt machine,
similar to the one in Door 4 Subs, operating by
the end of December. D-hall employees will
serve students .yogurt, and the students will be
able to put on their own toppings, Erickson
said.
,
Dining Services is in negotiations with the
yogurt company to get the machine for free and
pay only for the yogurt products.
Dining Services is also planning to have a
retail food operation in line 1, he said. It will
have a variety of different types of food from
pizza to deli subs and sandwiches.
Students will not be able to use punches but
will be able to use their declining balance
accounts such as Dining Dollars. The reason for
the new line is to expand the options for the
students, Erickson said.

Students fight crowds but find lower prices
by Mike Anton
contributing writer
While some people cut calories, D-hall cut
the cost of all-you-can-eat dining last week, in
an effort to draw customers.
Dining Services changed the price of dinner
at D-hall from $7 to $4.95 in an effort to attract
more students to D-hall at dinnertime. The
change went into effect Nov. 28.
"We feed more students at PC Dukes in the
evening than at Gibbons [Dining] Hall Monday
through Thursday," said Joe Erickson, director
of D-hall. He added that D-hall has more than
1,000 seats and PC Dukes only has about 270
seats.
Since many students changed from other
dining options to the 14 meal plan with a
declining dollars balance, many students are
choosing to spend their declining dollars at PC
Dukes, Lakeside Express and Door 4 Subs.
Erickson thinks students will be more likely to
spend $4.95 for dinner at D-hall than $7.
However, at the peak times of noon and 6
p.m., the rush of students can make finding a
seat a challenge, especially for large groups.
An increase in the number of students is not
the cause of overcrowding, according to Dana
Campbell, D-hall operations director.
"It was a lot busier two years ago than it is
today," she said. This was due to the Freedom
Plan, which allowed students to eat at D-hall as
often as they wanted. It has since been
abandoned for other meal plans including the
14 meal plans.

JAMES nnXUHANJcontributing photographer
Students wait In line 5 of D-hall to pile their plates high with Mexican food. The
Mexican sit-down option in line 5 Is available fh/e days a week for lunch only.

The removal of seats is the more likely
cause of the seating problem, Campbell said.
"We had to take seats out of line 5 in order
to fit in the woks [for stir fry]," she said. "We
took out about 40 seats."
Nancy Carrier, operations director, said she
feels D-hall may seem to be more crowded
because the popular Mama Mia line was moved
to line four. This change, in addition to the
popularity of students entering through the line
four/five doors, causes a congestion of students.
This makes D-hall seem more crowded than it
really is, she said.
However, some students are not happy with
the crowds they encounter in D-hall during
these peak hours.
"At times, it's crowded. At noon, it can be
tough to get a seat," freshman biology major
Haroun Yaqub said.
Freshman sociology major Julie Dorneman
said she comes in early to avoid the crowds.
"Sometimes you feel like you're being
squished," she said. "I've been coming at 5:30
[p.m.] to beat the rush."
Joe Demarest, sophomore, undeclared, eats
at PC Dukes to avoid the crowds at D-hall.
"It's a pain in thc ass to take 20 minutes to
find a seat. Jt's not my style," Demarest said.
Michelle Johnson, junior English major,
said although it is crowded, she can always find
a seat. She attributes some of the apparent
overcrowding to the people who want to sit in
certain sections.
Some students, however, enjoy the large
number of students eating at D-hall.
"It's fun that there are so many people. I
like seeing all my friends here," said Jennifer
Carro, sophomore computer information
systems major.
Several students thought opening a new
dining hall might alleviate the seating problem.
Katie Wilhelm, sophomore nursing major,
suggested students be given the option of using
punches at all the eating facilities, including
Lakeside Express.
Certain days of the week seem more
cr6wded than others. According to D-hall
employee Helen Reedy, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at noon are the busiest times.
Tuesday and Thursday are not as crowded.
Erickson said he is looking into getting
smaller tables in order to accommodate more
students.
He also thinks that a new retail food
operation in line 1 will become another popular
option for students and will ease the crowding
problem.
According to Campbell, seating will not be
as much of a problem in the spring. She
believes the number of D-hall patrons will
decrease next semester due to students
graduating in December and students who
move off-campus second semester.

Senate discusses input in choosing heads
going to be a committee. It's not going to be with faculty input,"
Fields said.
When asked who decided that faculty would have no input on
The Faculty Senate discussed its possible involvement in a the committee, Fields replied, "No comment."
committee to revise the current process for selecting and
Sen. Devin Bent, Faculty Senate Steering Committee
evaluating department heads at Thursday's Faculty Senate
member, was also unwilling to comment on the lack of faculty
meeting in the Warren Hall Highlands Room.
on the committee despite the Steering Committee's approval that
Speaker Andy Kohen said it was unclear to him as to whether faculty be involved in such a committee. He said he had not seen
the committee would be formed, but that he wanted to inform the a "written proposal" indicating a decision to not have faculty on
senate that the senate's Steering Committee had approved the the committee and therefore could not comment on the
Council of Department Heads' proposal that a committee would development.
include two faculty members chosen by the Faculty Senate, as
Another item senators discussed at the meeting was about
well as two deans/provosts and three CDH members.
listing concentrations on transcripts.
According to a memo from Winn Fields, CDH chair, to
Members of the senate's Academic Policies Committee made
Kohen and the dearis/provosts of all five colleges, CDH proposed
a request that transcripts list concentrations students complete in
the committee "to discuss and propose procedures for selecting,
their majors. The senate decided to table the transcripts changes
evaluating and continuing Department Heads/School Directors."
bill to discuss it further at a later meeting.
Kohen said in an interview after the meeting, "It is my
Sen. Ric Thompson, chair of the Academic Policies
understanding that that committee is not going to be formed," but Committee, said, "Our committee is making a request, which the
added he was unsure.
committee unanimously approved, that students who complete a
"I believe that it's appropriate that faculty members be concentration in their major have the concentration listed on their
involved in choosing faculty heads," he said.
official JMU transcripts."
Winn Fields, CDH chair^sakHn an .interview Friday^ ^there is. .. .TJippipsQit sajd JMU student transcripts do not list a student's
by Kristen Heiss
faculty reporter

,-'-.

attainment of a concentration, when the list of courses for the
concentration is not made up of prescribed, specific courses. He
also emphasized that the concentrations the committee is
referring to are those that require study in addition to a student's
major.
"What we're talking about is official concentrations in the
sense that students have to complete not only a particular course
of study [for a student's major], but an additional course of study
in order to have graduated with the concentration," he said.
In response to a question from Sen. Shane O'Hara, theater and
dance, about theatre and dance concentrations that are required in
that department already, Thompson emphasized that is a
concentration in that major and would not be in addition to it.
The bill addressed concentrations in addition to a major.
Although there are listings in the student handbook titled
"concentrations," they are not official concentrations, Thompson
said, because they have no requirements outside thc major. These
unofficial concentrations are not included in thc committee's
request for transcript change.
Thompson said he did not know if the transcript change
would apply to students at the graduate level but w< lild make an
see SENA.
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Dolley Madison Award grant
proposal applications due
Jan. 30, 1996 is.the deadline for grant proposal
submissions and nominations for the Dolley
Madison Award.
This award is open to anyone in the JMU community, from administrators to students, who promotes equitable and harmonious relations at
JMU. Students and student groups are eligible
and encouraged to apply.
The Commission on Community is administering $10,000 in total awards. Nominations for the
Dolley Madison Award are due to Christina
Updike by Jan. 30. For more info, call Updike at
X6588.
Proposals are due Jan. 30, by 4 p.m., to James
Wadley. Copies can be obtained by calling the
Office of Affirmative Action at X699I.
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WEEKLY EVENTS
Alastor semester reading
features writers 'In Person'
Alastor is sponsoring a semester reading called
"Alastor In Person" with three poets, a playwright and a singer/songwriter.
This "writers' extravaganza" will be Dec. 6,
Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 8 p.m., $2 at the door.

'Golden Key to Finals' helps
students relieve exam stress
Golden Key National Honor Society will be
holding its "Golden Key to Finals" contest Dec.
6-7. Members will hand out "Golden Keys" to
students on the commons, 10 a.m-2 p.m. The
keys can be taken to a prize table by the Warren
Hall Post Office to see what prize each key-holder will win. Some keys will open the treasure
chest containing a surprise prize.

Find a date while helping to
raise money for Camp Heartland
Students for Camp Heartland will be sponsoring the "Heartland Dating Game," today,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
The format will be similar to MTV's "Singled
Out" with contestants representing campus organizations. Tickets will be available today, 11 a.m5 p.m. at the Phillips Center Mall, or from contestants for $3. Tickets at the door will be $4. All
proceeds go to the Camp Heartland Project.

Activities planned in honor of
HIV/AIDS Awareness Day
In honor of National HIV/AIDS Awareness
Day, the Women's Resource Center is sponsoring
activities at the center in Logan Hall at 6 p.m. this
week.
Today, WRC presents the movie "Boys on the
Side." Dec. 5, Vida Huber from the JMU nursing
department will discuss "What Every Woman
Needs to Know About AIDS." Dec. 6, the movie
"People Like us" will be shown.
For more info, call X3407.

Silent auction will benefit
Make-a-Wish' Foundation
Student ambassadors are sponsoring a "Silent
Auction," Phillips Center Ballroom, Dec. 6, from
^ a.ui.5 furii and Dec. 7, lrom9a.rs.-4 pn.,. .< ••

Monday

Bosnian Serb military leader denounces peace agreement

Nuts & Bolts Workshop, Taylor Hall, rm. 203,4-5 p.m.
"Boys on the Side," Woman's Resource Center, 6 p.m.
Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,7 p.m.
Animal Rights Coalition, Keezel Hall, rm. I OS, 7 p.m.
College Republican meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,7:30 p.m.
Montpelier Winds, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 8 p.m., free.

SARAJEVO, Bosnia — As NATO troops
prepare to enforce a peace accord in the former
Yugoslavia, Bosnian Serb military leader Ratko
Mladic dismissed the U.S.-brokered settlement
today and demanded that provisions placing this
divided capital city under Muslim and Croat
control be revamped.
"We are warning that we cannot let our people
live under butchers' rule, and a just solution,
especially for Sarajevo, must be found," Mladic
was quoted by the Bosnian Serb news agency
SRNA as saying today during a visit with Serb
troops in eastern Bosnia.
Mladic's public remarks, his first since the
peace accord was agreed to last month near
Dayton, Ohio, were made at the end of a tense
week here and underscored the potential for
distrust and disaster in this city, the most critical
test of the Bosnia agreement.

Tuesday
• American Red Cross blood drive, Phillips Center Ballroom, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Mathematical modeling, Burruss Hall, rm. 141,4:30 p.m.
• Circle K meeting. Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 6 p.m.
• JMU Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,7 p.m.
• AED initiation.Warren Hall Fiesta Room, 6:30 p.m. Be on time or lose your punch.
• "A Christmas Story." sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., free. This movie is part of Winterfest.
»
• JMU Happy Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 8 p.m.
• JMU Brass Ensemble, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium; 8 p.m., free.

Wednesday
• EQUAL meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 5 p.m.
• Junior Class Council meeting, Warren Hall Piedmont Room, 5 p.m.
• Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 5:30 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall. rm. 304, 7 p.m.
• "A Christmas Story," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., free. This movie is part of Winterfest.
• Cycling Club/Team meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 8 p.m.
• JMU Woodwind Ensembles, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 8 p.m., free.
• Catholic Campus Ministry Evening Prayer, CCM House, 9:30 p.m.

Tiiursday
• "Sexual Assault: Reduce the Risk," Brown Bag Lunch, Hillary Wing-Lott,
Women's Resource Center, 12:15-1:30 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union prayer session, BSU House, 12:15 p.m and 4 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 5-6:30 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU House, 5:30 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,5:30-7 p.m.
• Fellowship dinner at the Wesley Foundation, JMU Methodists, 6 p.m. and the
New Life Singers rehearsal, Wesley Foundation, 6:45-7:45 p.m. Call 434-3490.
• "The Usual Suspects," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7pm and 9 30
p.m., $1.50.
• JMU Wind Symphony, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 and $8

,WX>Witoj»tom>9*.
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Northern Virginians clamor for
post office box in Middleburg
Middleburg 22117. No, it's probably not catchy
enough to be the name of a hit TV show. But for
many Northern Virginians, the name seems to
have as much cachet as Beverly Hills 90210.
So coveted is a Middleburg mailing address
that the town now has three times as many post
office boxes as residents. The post office lobby,
in fact, no longer has the wall space to add a
mailbox, so the postmaster keeps a waiting list of
those who want one.
Hundreds of people who live in places called
Purcellville, Marshall and Round Hill drive past
those post offices every day to pick up their mail
in Middleburg. Why go to all that trouble just to
put "Middleburg" on one's stationery? Because,
area residents say, the town's name conjures up
the elegant image of million-dollar estates. "It's
snob appeal," said Middleburg Mayor Carol
Bowersock, one of the town's residents who
takes no pride in the mailing-address
phenomenon.
(
~ L-A. Times/Washington Post news service
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U.S. role in Bosnia key to foreign policy Senate
LA. Times/Washington Post
news service
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton's decision to send 20,000
U.S. troops to Bosnia to enforce an
American-brokered peace settlement
contains a simple geopolitical
message: The Cold War may be over
and the "Soviet threat" may have
receded into history, but American
blood and treasure remain vital
ingredients in the preservation of
European security.
"The centrality of American
leadership is one of the things that
has come home to us during the three
years of this administration," said
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher in an interview this
week. "One of the things we
concluded in 1995 was that
American leadership was necessary
to resolve [the Bosnia] problem."
Compare that remark with the
phrase used by one of Christopher's
predecessors less than four years ago,
as the former Yugoslavia began its
headlong descent into fratricidal war
based on ancient nationalist hatreds,
to explain why military intervention
by the United States was out of the
question. "We do not have a dog in
that fight," said James A. Baker III,
in a blunt Texan reaction to the
bewildering complexity of Balkan
politics.
The story of how America
overcame a deep reluctance to get
militarily involved in a seemingly
obscure comer of Europe spans two
U.S. administrations and two
historical eras. The violent
disintegration of the former
Yugoslavia coincided with the end of

the Cold War, the collapse of
communism and the emergence of
the United States as the world's sole
remaining superpower.
In struggling to find an
appropriate response to the Bosnia
crisis, U.S. policymakers also were
struggling to find a proper place for
the United States in the post-Cold
War world. The victory over
communism produced an initial wave
of euphoria in western capitals, with
talk about the construction of a "new
world order" and the final triumph of
American democratic values. Having
borne the burden of the Cold War
and the Persian Gulf War, Americans
looked forward to the long-promised
"peace dividend." Hundreds of
thousands of American soldiers
began coming home from Europe.
There was an assumption, on both
sides of the Atlantic, that the end of
Cold War would permit Europeans to
resolve their own problems, without
constant American tutelage. The
hour of Europe has arrived,"
proclaimed Luxembourg foreign
minister Jacques Poos in the middle
of 1991, insisting that the Yugoslav
crisis was a matter for Europeans
themselves to settle.
"The Europeans kept on telling us
that this was a problem on their own
doorstep, and they would like to take
the lead," said Gen. Brent Scowcroft,
national security adviser to President
Bush. "We were happy to let them do
so."
"It
was
a
profound
miscalculation," said Assistant
Secretary of State Richard C.
Holbrooke, who led the American
negotiating team that hammered out
the peace settlement between Serbia,

Croatia, and Bosnia in Dayton, Ohio.
"At the end of the Cold War, we had
a brief amnesia attack about our
national interests in Europe. We had
linked them solely to the Soviet
threat. But history came back and bit
us, in Yugoslavia"
The policy of treating Yugoslavia
as a predominantly "European
problem" was finally abandoned only
last summer, after the international
community suffered a series of
humiliations at the hands of the
Bosnian Serbs, including the
overrunning of two United Nations
"safe areas" in eastern Bosnia.
Confronted with the nightmare
possibility of being obliged to deliver
on a commitment to send American
troops to Bosnia to rescue the
European peacekeepers, the Clinton
administration chose instead to
fashion a "Pax Americana."
During the Cold War, the need for
American military involvement in
Europe was obvious to almost
everyone. Without the American
nuclear umbrella, and 350,000 GI's
in West Germany, there would be
little to stop Soviet tank divisions
pouring into western Europe. Europe
was the most important battleground
in the global struggle between the
forces of free market democracy and
Communist dictatorship.
A maverick Communist country
that broke away from the Soviet bloc
in 1948, Yugoslavia found a
comfortable niche for itself at the
very heart of the East-West divide.
The founder of modem Yugoslavia,
Marshal Tito, succeeded for more
than three decades, until his death in
1980, in playing one bloc off against
the other. He used the threat of

The last Breeze
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Soviet intervention to extract
informal security guarantees from the
United States and to keep his people
from internecine quarrels.
Straddling the historic geopolitical
fault line between Byzantium and
Rome, Yugoslavia was a complex
and uneasy mosaic of different
religious and ethnic groups, one of
several East European countries that
came into being after World War I
and the 1918 Versailles Conference,
following the collapse of the
Ottoman and Habsburg empires.
Bosnia is a kind of Yugoslavia in
miniature, a place where eastern and
western cultures collide.
It was hardly a coincidence that
the strains in the Yugoslav federation
began to become unmanageable in
1989, the year of the fall of the
Berlin Wall. As the Soviet threat
diminished, so too did Yugoslavia's
strategic importance. Western
governments stopped pouring money
into the country. The growing
economic crisis deepened the
nationalist divisions. Deprived of an
external enemy, Yugoslav leaders
began a furious search for internal
scapegoats.
American politicians who
attempted to reason with the
squabbling Yugoslav politicians soon
threw up their hands in despair.
After Clinton came to office in
January 1993, American policy
veered back and forth between a
desire to end the killing and human
rights atrocities in Bosnia and a
horror at getting involved jn the
Balkan quagmire. Administration
officials now concede that Clinton
see BOSNIA page 11

Attention
campus
groups!
Remember to
send in
information on
next semester's
meetings and
events for
Newsfile and
Weekly Events to:
Asst. News Editor
c/o The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger

Hall.

continued from page 5
effort to find out.

According to Thompson. Sherry
Hood, University Registrar,
"indicated that if the senate felt
strongly about this, she would be
happy to change the transcript
records in such a way that the request
for concentration indication would be
fulfilled." After the senate approves
the bill, the recommendation would
then go to the University Registrar's
office.
Several senators, including
O'Hara; Sen. Matt Reilly, IS AT and
Sen. Thomas Syre, health science,
said they supported the potential
transcript change.
Student Government Association
senator Michele Parsons of Logan
Hall said, "I support the effort if its
going to make a significant change,
but I question how important
transcripts really are to an employer."
The
Academic
Policies
Committee also discussed the issue
of reinstituting the policy of
distributing midterm grades to nonfreshmen who are failing or receiving
a "D" in a class. Faculty used to send
in the names of upperclassmen with
"Ds" or "Fs" in a class. Currently,
only freshmen receive midterm
grades.
The senate tabled this bill for
further discussion at a later meeting.
Thompson said Alan Cerveny,
associate vice president of
admissions and enrollment, and
Hood raised the issue.
Thompson presented two major
reasons for changing midterm grade
distribution. First, to complete
midterm grading for non-freshmen,
faculty would receive a midterm
roster that would indicate exactly
who is still enrolled in the class.
Now, faculty may not receive a roster
after the drop/add period so the
faculty member would know who
was still enrolled in the class.
Second, Thompson said it was the
responsibility of instructors to inform
students with unsatisfactory grades.
"We felt it was a duty of the
faculty to inform students who are
failing," he said, referring to all
students.
Kohen said he supports the change
because it would help advisers to
better advise students with
unsatisfactory grades well before the
final drop-add date.
Parsons said, "I think it would be
beneficial to every student to know
their grades, whether they're failing
of not."
Thompson said Hood and
Cerveny requested the senate table
the bill for discussion, rather than
voting on it at the meeting.
Also at the meeting:
• The Post-Tenure Review
Committee
presented
eight
recommendations for changes in
post-tenure review, which are posted
on the faculty bulletin board. Further
discussion of the recommendations
was tabled for a later meeting so that
senators could receive feedback from
their departments.
• Several professors will discuss the
principles of merit pay at the January
11 Faculty Senate meeting.
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What dj^ou think
ConsCKSs lifting the n

"I think it's going to cause a
whole lot of problems and
confusion."

Dee Shropshire
freshman, undeclared

Christian Holmes
graduate student, history

Josh Walton
sophomore, psychology

9

nd
speed limit?

"I think it's fine as long as
they increase the restrictions
in giving driver's licenses so
we have safer drivers on the
highways.'

"I think it's great because now they
can build a highway from coast to
coast and have no speed limits — we
can have some Autobahns."

Monday, Dec. 4. 1995

"I think it would be a lot
better. I think speed limits
are kind of low right now.
Fifty-five is low and
everyone drives 65 and 70
already."

"I don't think it should have
been revealed. I think people
drive recklessly enough on
the road. Increasing the
speed limits will be
increasing casualties on the
road."
Diane Krauth
senior, nursing

Larry Asakura
sophomore, computer information systems

"It will have a very negative effect
on society because if we do not have
speed limits so many people will be
put at danger that otherwise
wouldn't have been with a restricted
speed limit."

"The roads were originally
constructed to accommodate speeds
faster than 65 or 55. They were only
reduced to that speed during the 70s
when the oil crisis occurred. So we're
driving slower than we ought to be
because of a shortage that used to be."
David Lando
sophomore, undecided

* Erin Kilkeary
freshman, undeclared
SPOTLIGHT BY JENNIFER BAKER
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South View and Stone Gate
for the Fall Semester of 1996
Stop by The Commons
Apartments
for more information.
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Bosnia:

continued from page 7

had an uncertain grasp of foreign policy at the
beginning of his presidency: it took time for
him to become comfortable with the idea of
combining diplomacy with force.
'The growing confidence of the president in
the international sphere is simply a fact that has
developed as he gained experience over time,"
said Christopher. "The president . . . began to
see how much the world looked to the United
States for a resolution of the problems."
Clinton himself helped to undermine
Christopher's ill-fated trip to Europe in May
1993 to canvass support for a policy of using
air strikes to assist the Muslim-led Bosnian
government. While his secretary of state was in
London, Clinton began to have second thoughts
about the policy. He told his aides that he had
been reading a book called "Balkan Ghosts" by
Robert Kaplan that suggested that Balkan
hatreds were so deep-seated that there was little
America could do about them.
Asked why it took Clinton nearly three years
to make up his mind about Bosnia, aides argue
that he had a lot of other foreign policy
problems on his plate, such as the fate of
democracy in Russia. They also contend that
the opportunity to take decisive action in
Bosnia only really presented itself this summer,
in the form of a string of Croatian victories over
the Serbs. This had the effect of shattering the
myth of Serb invincibility, and providing an
opening for energetic U.S. diplomacy.
'That is rubbish," said Richard N. Perle, a
senior Pentagon official under the Reagan
administration and longtime supporter of the
Bosnian cause. "A real leader doesn't wait for
opportunities. He shapes them, and makes them
happen. The fact is that we sat on the sidelines
for nearly four years."
In his television address last week, Clinton
laid out a doctrine of American leadership that
was very different from John F. Kennedy's
ringing declaration that "we shall pay any price,
bear any burden, meet any hardship. ... to
assure the survival and success of liberty."
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LA. Times/Washington Post
news service
In the past, we've made legends of generals,
saints, scientists and cosmic thinkers. Now, a
computer nerd.
When Bill Gates visited Washington last
week, he wasn't here just as the man worth $13
billion. He wasn't coming simply as the
greatest entrepreneur of our era, as various
people have called him. And he wasn't coming
as Chairman Gates, head of Microsoft Corp.,
the world's biggest personal computer software
company.
Instead, he came in a new role, author and
prophet, offering in his first book to be our
guide to the future. Both media and public
eagerly accepted the offer. In recent days. Gates
has appeared on "The Late Show With David
Letterman," the "NBC Evening News," a David
Frost interview, the cover of Newsweek, and in
countless newspaper stories. He has also given
numerous speeches to big, rapt audiences.
He has become a symbol of American
supremacy in computer technology. With his
success, Gates has helped rekindle confidence
in the American Dream: that someone with a
good idea and an appetite for work can inspire
an industry and become the richest guy around.
"I'm an optimist," Gates declares. "I think
this is a wonderful time to be alive," he gushes
in print. "There have never been so many
opportunities to do things that were impossible
before."
At age 40, Gates still seems like the supersmart kid down the block, the one whose face
was always pasty from long hours indoors with
books and secret inventions. His hair can't quite
stay 'properly combed. His glasses still seem a
smidgen too big. His slouch-shoulders hunched
forward, chin sunk in-would make a mother
groan. The scrawled signature on the books he
autographs looks like the penmanship of a
seventh-grader.
Like all legends, Gates in real life doesn't

always live up to the myth. He is not an
inventor or scientist, but someone who has
written reams of software programs. One of the
most crucial ones, the software that became the
cornerstone of Microsoft, was based on work
that Gates licensed from another firm. He's an
intense businessman, who can turn to biting
sarcasm when he disagrees with a proposition
or doesn't like an interviewer's question.
Employees at Microsoft still describe some
project review meetings with Gates as resulting
in "blood on the walls."
His competitors often go into long
monologues about Bill, the industry's Darth
Vader in a sweater — but then refuse to be
quoted, saying they fear retaliation from
Microsoft. It's not jealousy, they insist. They
contend instead that Gates has become a
monopolist, and is using his strength in one
field to unfairly bully his way into other new
businesses.
The critics extend to the antitrust watchers
in the U.S. government, who have been
investigating Microsoft for five years. Last
year, after the Justice Department moved to
block Microsoft's proposed $2 billion
acquisition of Intuit Inc., the company
abandoned the deal.
Legends don't just pop up fully formed —
they are built layer by layer, by the public and
media and the central character in the legend.
Gates offers no rags-to-riches story. He was
born to a wealthy family in Seattle, graduated
from an elite high school and headed straight to
Harvard University. But, according to Gates
lore, when he and high school buddy Paul Allen
spotted a picture of the first personal computer,
the Altair, on the cover of the January 1975
issue of Popular Electronics, he decided to drop
out of school, start a company and seek his
place in the fledglhrtg personal computer
industry.
Gates and Allen began building Microsoft at
a time when American confidence in business
was ebbing.

"I don't have any particular goal for how
I'm perceived," Gates said during a breakfast
with reporters and editors of The Washington
Post. "In writing the book, I'm sharing my
thoughts, you know, my optimism and sort of
the way I think about the business challenges
and some of the changes. I've never written
down how I want people to think about me. "
Still, a kinder, gentler Gates is coming
through. On "The Late Show With David
Letterman," he dutifully performed Stupid
Computer Tricks with Dave's Quiz Machine.
"Hit the 'A' button. Bill," Letterman shouted at
him. "C'mon, get with the program." Gates,
decked out in a white lab coat and smiling
sheepishly, hit button "A."
Gates made his fortune the tried-and-true
way: by working hard and finding the pulse of
the fastest growing industry and exacting a toll
at every beat. Ironically, some experts criticize
Microsoft from a technical perspective.
And his vision of the future, which he
described both in his book The Road Ahead and
in talks he gave in Washington, resounds with
old-fashioned values. Some of the experts have
panned it for that reason: "If this really reflects
Mr. Gates's vision of the future, then his vision
can only be summarized as one of the bland
leading the bland," said Paul Saffo, a director at
the Institute for the Future in Menlo Park, Calif.
But to many people. Gates is describing a
wonderful world. Computer software will get
kids as excited about learning as they are about
playing video games. Grandparents will stay in..touch with distant friends and relatives by
becoming electronic pen pals. Can't find
something in your local library? It will be out
there on the Internet like an apple hanging from
a tree, waiting for you to grab it.
In his speech at Georgetown University,
Gates spoke warmly about education. "I'm a
college dropout, which is not something I'd
recommend," he began. These days, "I feel that
the most important use of information
technology is to improve education."

this winter breakdon't assume your home will be secure...
•make sure all doors and windows are locked
•put a broomstick in the runners of sliding glass doors
•put lights on a timer
?,:
•stop delivery of your mail and newspaper
•close your blinds
•never hide a key near your home
•hide all valuables from view or take them home
•in case of fire or theft, videotape the inside of your
home for insurance claims
•ask your parents if your rental is covered under their
home owners' insurance - if not rental insurance is a
cheap way to secure your belongings
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have a safe holiday V the COCL
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EDITORIAL

THE NEW FACE OF AIDS

Dart.

••

A what-are-you-thinking dart to whoever is
responsible for blocking off the motorcycle spaces at
the College of Business. It's bad enough that morons
park in our spaces all the time. Now our spaces are
quarantined! What have we done to deserve this?
Sent in by a biker who doesn 't close up shop just
because a few flakes have fallen.

4
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AIDS: a scary rite of passage'
One of every 92 males between the ages of 27-39 spent millions of dollars providing education about the
may carry the AIDS virus, according to a study disease and how to prevent infection.
released last week detailing the grim rise in the
The only logical explanation for the rise of
number of young Americans who may be suffering infections, instead of a decrease, must come from
from HIV or AIDS.
young Americans' general disregard for their lives or
The startling new numbers came out just in time for well-being. To think AIDS or HIV "can't happen to
World AIDS Day, held Friday. A
me" is beyond ignorant — it's
special day of recognition is
plain stupid.
important, but we should note the
When former NBA star Magic
effects of the disease every day for
Johnson revealed his HIV-positive
the rest of our lives. AIDS kills,
status in 1991, many assumed the
and it's time for us to take control
message about AIDS would
of our lives and do everything
finally get through to people. If
possible to prevent the disease from AIDS SCOTC in their llVeS one of the most popular and
affecting us and our loved ones.
„ .V'j
.
t>
talented icons in sports history
Less than a decade ago, hardly IS afTlgntening One.
could become infected with HTV,T
anyone had heard of AIDS or HIV.
couldn't'anyone acquire the
hi 1993, AIDS became the No. 1 killer of peopie ages disease? Sadly, it seems young adults pondered the idea
25-44, according to the Centers for Disease Control and about as long as the length of a soundbite on the
Prevention. The study results led its author, PhiWp evening news.
Rosenberg of the National Cancer Institute, td make the
The CDC is taking immediate measures to provide a
following statement in an Associated Press article: if new message about the dangers of AIDS and HTV due
the upward trend of AIDS cases continues, "the threat to the findings of the new study. How much more can
of AIDS may become a rite of passage" for young the CDC, or any other medical organization, really tell
Americans.
us, though?
Rites of passage for teen-agers include first dates and
It's time for us to take responsibility for our actions.
first kisses. The guarantee that in the near future young The Health Center is offering free oral HIV testing
adults can count on an AIDS scare in their lives is a almost every weekday until Dec. 14. Those who may
frightening one. For some reason, the message isn't be at risk should schedule an appointment. We should
getting through to young people.
commit that today, and every day after, we will take
Since the disease can foster itself in the body without precautions to prevent the further spreading of a disease
symptoms for up to 10 years, the number of individuals that has no cure. If we don't value our own lives, why
who suffer from the disease will not decrease anytime should anyone else care about them?
soon.
——-—
e—r——
We all know this. Anyone who finds this information The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
new to them must have been living in a cave the last board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
five years. A variety of groups and organizations have the opinion editors.
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the near future young
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Pat...
A we-love-walking-backwards pat to the Student
Ambassadors for the enthusiastic and insightful tours
you give to the 30,000 visitors who tour the campus
each year. You are all awesome.
Sent in by Sean, your verfgfateful and very proud
tour coordinator.
__
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A thirsty dart to the people who provide soda
machines but are unable to alert us to when the
machine is out of cups. It's really satisfying to watch
the drink you paid for pour right down the drain.
Sent in by a student who hates spending his last
buck on a soda he doesn't get to drink.

Pat
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A thanks-for-the-laiign pat to whoever trrrew a dart
about the "cold" dogs tied up on campus.
Sent in by Cortez and Dakota, a couple of Siberian
huskies who can't wait to get out of the warm
apartment and chill in the snow.

Dart...

>

lC|

A dart to the person who stole my disk out of the
Maury computer lab. There was a 10-page paper on
there that was due two days later. I would have
gladly given you the few bucks needed to btly your
own if you had asked me.
Sent in by a student who doesn't appreciate your
lack of honesty and motivation.

Pat...
A warm-fuzzy pat to Jennifer Peppin for being nice
enough to offer her Dining Dollars to me when I
didn't have enough at Dukes the other night There
are still people out there who are willing to help.
Sent in by a poor hungry student who ran out of his
Dining Dollars and really appreciated the act of
kindness.
,'
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Four JMU teams In postseason play;
coverage of swim and dive secondary
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the ignorant attack on The Breeze
sports department in a letter to the editor Thursday.
First, anyone interested in JMU sports realizes what a
wonderful fall it has been for many of our sports programs. JMU
had four teams in postseason play.
The women's soccer team, which had its best year in its
history, won the Colonial Athletic Association title and went to
the second round of the NCAA tournament.
The men's soccer team received an at-largc bid to the
NCAAs, and have now traveled to the quarterfinals for the
second year in a row.
The field hockey team, the defending national champions,
won the CAA title for the first time ever and went all the way to
the Final Four in the NCAAs.
Finally, the football team rallied in its last two games to earn
a place in the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs for the second time
in as many years.
And Mary Moseley wonders where the coverage of the *ery
first meets for the swimming and diving team were.
Give me a break!
There are major things going on right now for many of our
other teams that are in the critical part of their seasons. In
addition, both the men's and women's basketball seasons began
last week, requiring major attention.
If Mary and others are so worried about serving the student
body and the JMU community, then they should understand the
priority of such coverage. The men's basketball team alone drew

more than 4,000 fans against lowly Delaware State last
Wednesday. Will the swimming and diving team draw half that
many people in an entire season?
Any reasonable person realizes The Breeze sports section
has neither unlimited space nor unlimited writers. Have faith that
coverage will follow as the swimming and diving season is well
underway and the drama of the JMU teams in the playoffs
unfolds.
Besides, if anyone is that interested in a sport, I'm sure The
Breeze could use a poolside correspondent to cover the teams.
Maybe an inquiry about following the teams regularly would
be more effective in getting coverage than a letter to the editor
void of a valid argument.
Andy Halatael
junior
public administration

Students requested to donate blood;
increased need during holiday season
To the Editor:

Did you know there is a 95 percent chance you will receive a
blood transfusion in your lifetime? Did you know only 3-5
percent of the American population donates all of this blood?
This translates into 6 million units of blood each year — enough
for one in every 10 hospital patients in need of a transfusion.
During the holiday season, blood donations are especially
needed. People often get preoccupied with vacations, shopping
and traveling. Many are unwilling to take time out of their busy
schedules to donate. And unfortunately, due to increased travel
and inclimate weather, there is a rise in the number of accidents,
and therefore, an increase in the number of people needing
transfusions. In other words, fewer people are giving blood and
even more people are in need. On Dec. 5, Epsilon Sigma Gamma
will hold a blood drive in the Phillips Center Ballroom 11 a.m.-4
p.m. At this same drive last year, only 55 JMU students (of the
approximate 12,000) gave blood. Granted, not everyone is able
to donate due to the Red Cross's physical and health
requirements. But certainly, there are more than 55 healthy
students on mis campus Who are able to give blood. The supply
of life-saving blood depends on the amount of Mood donated. If
there is a shortage, as may occur this time of year, someone may
be denied this precious gift During this season of giving, please
stop by on Dec. 5 and give the most precious of all gift* — the
gift of life.
Stacey Coffey
senior
psychology
.
_
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Explaining this year's extra expenses
'Put it like this: I consider Spam spread on soda crackers a feast on par with the Last Supper.
Being a student, I have a limited budget. OK, maybe
"limited budget" is understating my financial situation. Put it
like this: I consider Spam spread on soda crackers a feast on
par with the Last Supper. Needless to say, whenever there is
an unexpected jump in my expenses, I scramble to cover my
derriere. Which is why upon returning to school this fall, I
was appalled to learn of even more school expenses, ranging
from parking meters near PC Dukes to "new" lab fees for
some of my science classes.
I had many questions about the new increases, and went in
search of some answers.
I went to the Cashier's Office, but they were all out to
lunch. Then I dropped by the Financial Aid Office, but
everyone was busy cutting out new pictures to put in their
pretty scholarship notebook. Finally, someone directed me to
the office of CRAP, "Capitalism Run Amok Publicly." I made
my way over to the office and was soon ushered in to a
cathedral-like room overflowing with leather-bound chairs,
mahogany furniture and fine hand-blown glass. Two imposing
goons stood on either side of a gray-haired gentleman who
now stood to address me.
"Ahhhh, Dr. Funk. Allow me to introduce myself. I am
Donatello Veryisgoodespaghetticalzonehead. My associates
have told me that you have some questions about how
finances work here at JMU. I hope I can be of some
assistance."
Right when Donatello said "assistance," Goon number 1
cracked his knuckles. I noticed that something looking like
raw meat clung to his lip. "Ummm, well," I stammered,
"what I mean to say is that..."
"Kind Doctor, I empathize with your plight. When my
great-grandmamma immigrated to the Bowery at the turn of
the century, they had a hand-to-mouth existence, frequently
living off of rats for a while. Ahh, but no one could cook up a
Rat-Casserole or Rats Benedict like grandmamma. And Rats a
la mode, and..."
I coughed to bring the Don back from his reverie.
"But that doesn't matter to you. Before we go any further,
I'd like you to fill out this survey about finances at JMU.
When we're done with that, we can move on from there."
1. Your $2,000-plus student activity fee:
a. Helps pay for faculty salaries and educational equipment
b Brings lectures and performance art to campus
c,Buxs One of fte.I^ettesV'sequi^ thongs; costumes
■'■■'' ■'
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in Funk
We Trust
-Adam Schrecengost
2. You can get a JMU scholarship if you:
a. Work hard and show leadership abilities
b. Are a legacy, even if your relative was a chimp and now
uses his diploma as a drink coaster
c. Can control time and space
3. The JMU Bookstore:
a. Provides textbooks and university-related material to
students and alumni
b. Is a front for a money-laundering operation run by the mob
c. Takes more advantage of a situation than a drunk frat boy
4. Library fines:
a. Help pay for new books
b. Are a great tax write-off
c. Force students to return one of the seven books on time
5. JMU parking tickets:
a. Make great holiday gifts
b. Can be paid off by indentured servitude to the state
c. Will haunt you to your grave
6. With $6,000, the UPB can:
a. Get a top-notch band
b. Get such acts as "The Ocean Blue" and Nipsy Russell
c. Buy lots of poster board and glittery stuff to promote 'The
Ocean Blue" and Nipsy Russell dates
7. The lab fees paid in addition to tuition by many majors help:
a. Provide materials and equipment for the class
b. Supply "Mad Dog" and Cheez-Whiz money for faculty
parties
c. Illustrate how an institution of "higher learning" can
squeeze you harder than a zit
8. Canned sodas are 60 cents instead of 50 cents on campus
because:
a. Our drinks are "special"
b. Cans are made of new space-age metal that can withstand
up to 400 Gs of pressure, just in case a student wants to take
•
■

■

along a Mr. Pibb while exploring the Aleutian Trench
c. Vending services gives 10 percent of all sales to the
homeless
9. To help finance school, many students:
a. Work a part-time job
b. Steal
c. Sell their hair
10. If you catch your guy cheating with your best friend, you
should:
a. End it
b. Jump in the action, screaming "THREE'S A CROWD
BUT I LIKE IT LOUD!!!"
c. Consider an "alternative lifestyle"
I looked up, confused by the last question.
"Oh, yeah, ignore that last question; somehow my
daughter's Teen magazine got mixed in with my notes, and,
well, just ignore it So, I hope that cleared some things up.
Doctor."
"Actually, it didn't at all, I'm more confused than ever. I'm
hazy on some things, such as why my student activity money
goes to support some things to which I am vehemently
opposed, like Greek Life. Or why the school generates
thousands of dollars in parking tickets, yet I can still never
find a spot. Or why ..."
"Ahhhh. Doctor, you are a stubborn one. I can see that you
have already seen too much, and now it is time for us at CRAP
to earn our keep."
I was mercilessly hauled away from my chair, blindfolded,
and taken through a damp cavernous maze to some cold cell
far underground. There my blindfold was removed, and I
stood in front of a room labeled 101.
"No, no, for the love of God, anything but that. Ohh. the
humanity, have you no decency? Please, please..."
The goons simply ignored me, and I was tossed headfirst
into the room, a stark chamber where there was only a chair
and a smarmy cute girl with a shellacked smile. She started to
talk.
"Hi, I'm Candy, and I'll be your student ambassador for the
next four weeks. You're in Room 101, which we here at
CRAP have nicknamed the Calf..."
My deprogramming has begun.
Adam Schrecengost is a senior English major.
■
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| Philly Billys Steaks

& Hoagies
Featuring Authentic Philadelphia Steals and
Hoazies...HO BOLOGNA!!
1782 South Main SUnear loew'sl-2-8)
Hours: MN-TBICS 11 a.n. - 8 p.«.
FriftSat 11 a.a. - 9 p.a.

WE DELIVER! CALL 432-FOOD (3663)
Would you
like to share
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with the
world?
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Farewell to old friends, Calvin and Hobbes
For about nine years Calvin and Hobbes have been presenting a pragmatic interpretation of the world...
Well, the date has been set: Dec. 31. Bill Watterson has
already made his New Year's resolution, and it's a resolution
some of us might find a little hard to deal with.
1 like to think of myself as fairly in touch with the goings-on of
the world, but I didn't find out Watterson was retiring until I saw
a quarter-page ad run in The Breeze asking readers to choose a
comic strip to replace Calvin and Hobbes. It didn't really settle
in, however, until
I opened up the
Nov. 19 issue of
The Washington
Post to find a
half-page portrait
of Calvin and
Hobbes staring
blankly at each
other with the
headline
"So
Long Kid" printed
in really big
letters.
"There is pain
at the heart of
every bit of
goodness," writes
Frank Ahrens in
the article under
that headline.
"Each
loving
relationship, each
succulent meal,
each wonderful
evening is blunted
by the knowledge
that it will not
last." A dismal yet
romantic
perspective on the
passing of Calvin

Fried Eggs
— Rick Thompson
and Hobbes into the ranks of retired cartoon strips, Ahrens' words
really strike a note in me.
Although I marked the passing of Berke Breathed's Bloom
County and Gary Larson's The Far Side with a moment of
silence, it wasn't quite the same as what will end with the passing
of 199S. For about nine years Calvin and Hobbes have been
presenting a pragmatic interpretation of the world in moments
when my life was much too hectic for realism. Every day I could
open the paper to that one spot and know I could find the
interpretations of the world through the eyes and wit of a person
twice my age, but through the honesty and spontaneity of a 6year-old and his best friend.
Whether we saw them together, marching through the woods
debating why Calvin's view of the world is not only right but
better than everyone else's, including Hobbes', or watched as
Calvin evaluated his father's ability to provide effective paternal
guidance, Calvin, along with Hobbes, always had a way of
qualifying life in the perfect kind of light.
All those moments of suspense to see who will outsmart who,
Calvin or Hobbes, or those looks on Calvin's face when a really
bad day turns into mushy warmth when he gets home from school
to find Hobbes waiting for him like a true friend, are all destined
to fade away as we relive them over and over in the annals of The
Lazy Sunday Book and The Authoritative Calvin and Hobbes.
In his own right, Hobbes is as alive and real as Calvin, who in
turn is much more alive and real than many people would give
him credit, being a cartoon and all. Part of the depth of Calvin and
Hobbes is that we don't see life through the interpretations of its

creator, Bill Watterson, but through them, a boy and his buddy.
Even when Hobbes is presented as a stuffed animal, we know he
is actually sentient and full of life, as critical and honest about
the world as Calvin, waiting for that moment alone when he can
speak.
It'll be interesting to pick up the papers across the country on
New Year's Day and see how they respond to the passing of an
icon like Calvin and Hobbes. The Post has used it as its lead
comic in all of its colorful Sunday glory since I discovered The
Post's pages three years ago.
What can possibly take its place? Or for that matter, given that
Calvin and Hobbes has generally been the only multi-panel strip
of non-JMU origin to run in. The Breeze for the last three years,
it'll be interesting to find out which way our graphics staff goes
on a replacement.
Personally, my vote is for Dilbert. But Dilbert is decidedly not
Calvin and Hobbes. I feel like my own resolution this New
Year's should to some degree reflect the mourning we'll all go
through without this dynamic duo. Calvin is our own modern
Peter Pan, a boy who'll never grow up, complete with his tiger
mascot for good measure. No more Spaceman Spiff and Planet
Gorkon. No more trips to the principal's office for asking if he
can bum a doll of Mrs. Wormwood in effigy. No more backfired
snowball attacks on Suzy that literally wind up in Calvin's face.
And no more philosophic rants on epistemology while flying
through the air in a wagon that's always reminded me of the one
I took apart when I was six.
I suppose I could just simply say, "Hey, it's only a cartoon,
what am I droning on like this for?" But that would be admitting
that I'm getting too rational'as a young adult to admit that Calvin
and Hobbes actually mean something to me, and when trying to
relate to the world of a 6-year-old, the last thing I want to
consider myself is grown up.
So, damnit, I'm gonna be depressed about this. I like Calvin
and Hobbes and I don't wanna see them leave.
Waa.
'
So long, Calvin. We're going to miss you.
Rick Thompson is a senior mass communication major.

The time between Thanksgiving and winter break
Guest Columnist
— Laura Wade
Thanksgiving, with its homemade food and late mornings, is
officially over. The good news is that in two weeks, exams will
be over, term papers will be complete and those nasty books we
depended on all semester will be safely tucked away at the
bookstore in exchange for cash — what a concept We will be
returning home for a long Christmas vacation.
During my most recent trip home, a number of interesting, yet
unrelated phenomena, occurred to me. After pondering them for
five days, the only heading they seem to coexist under is "Going
Home," or maybe even "Going Anywhere."
The first of these phenomena have to do with road trips in
general. Have you ever noticed the rituals involved with driving
long distances? Here are some examples.
Unwritten law number one: people who are. granted the
privilege of the position of "shotgun" should under no
circumstance fall asleep, unless given special permission by the
driver of the vehicle.
It's ridiculous, the lengths people will go to stay awake when
in shotgun. First they eat, thinking by doing so they will occupy
their minds and hands, and possibly gain energy from the sugar
or caffeine or whatever is in the food.
As if people all over the world haven't already failed at this
endeavor. They still fall asleep, and they make a huge mess in
the process. I'd bet money most spillage done in cars is done in
the process of falling asleep.
Most people feel there's a certain responsibility to keep the
driver entertained while sitting shotgun. To the dismay of other
riders, this gives the people up front control of the music. To
those in shotgun, choosing music that will keep them awake is a
very important aspect of the job.
Some people will stop at nothing, belting out even the highest
frequencies of Mariah Carey. Conversely, this keeps those who
want to, and can, from sleeping.
The most humorous, and my personal favorite, "staying
awake" device has to do with sitting positions. You know how
your head bobs in class when you start falling asleep? You keep

better they surf, the more intimidating they
altering the way you're sitting in order to
are to possible challengers. Don't be
stay awake. Yes, this technique is used by
disappointed if while at college you're a .
shotguns as well.
"remote deity," but once returning home
There's the "I'm Just Resting My Eyes
you're only a disciple.
for a Minute" pose, with feet on the dash and
The last phenomena I have encountered is
hands over the face, the "If I Pretend to Stare
about unpacking when you return to school
at the White Line They'll Think I'm Looking
after Thanksgiving. Common question: To
Out the Window" pose, with the head rested
unpack, or to leave my luggage all over the
against the window pane, and the most
floor? That, my friends, is the question. With
obvious and overused, the "If I Sit Really
only three weeks between Thanksgiving and
Forward and Concentrate on the Cars Ahead,
Christmas break, this is the toughest time to
I'll Appear Alert" pose. Usually these
try to come to a reasonable conclusion on this
positions are used in some sort of pattern,
matter. It seems like such a short amount of
especially by those desperate to keep their
time, and leaving everything in bags would
eyes open
save you the trouble of having to repack when
A shotgun's best friend can be a
preparing to leave for Christmas. Everything
conveniently placed rest area, which if used
would stay together. Maybe the clothes would
to its maximum potential, can relieve a
wrinkle a bit. but nothing a little wear
shotgun of duty. By glamorizing the job, a
wouldn't shake out. God knows the iron
shotgun can guarantee a back-seat dweller
would never see them.
will claim the position once the seat is left
Sure, leaving the suitcases out would be
open. When this occurs, the dethroned
convenient. Whatever! You and your
shotgun usually displays anger and/or
roommates would have to trip all over your
resentment, which is really an act to mask
bags for the next IS days. There would be
the feelings of elation at being able to sleep
defined footprints all over your already
with a quiet conscience. The only deviation
smashed clothes. Those huge roaches would
from this norm is the professional shotgun,
probably take up residence, maybe even
who not only enjoys the challenges the
construct a who>le city within the dark
position presents, but also knows all of the
confines of your bags. Not to mention what
rules that surround getting the job. Watch out
the clothes would smell like after being
for these people; they could be dangerous!
stuffed in non-ventilated, close quarters for
Another phenomena I've noticed under
the next 360 hours. Treat your clothes like
the "Going Home," etc. heading involves reyou'd like to be treated; have some
socializing to the real world. Conversations
compassion. All right, so you're going home .
seem to be the biggest disorientation
.. going anywhere, sounds like a blast. Funny
between college and home. Instead of talking
how something so simple could create so
about where to watch "Melrose," you have to
many conflicts. Between the road trip, the
rationalize why you watch "Melrose."
Instead of fighting over who gets to hold the
conversations and the packing (or unpacking),
remote control, you fight over how to
ISRAEL ntTTOIcontributing artist it can become an ordeal. Just keep in mind
shotgun isn't all it's cracked up to be and the
correctly use it. The list could go on and on.
The remote, however, can serve as a link between the two remote control could be ygur.key jq $i<cc$ss, ...,,,.,,,,,,,.
ii iHituininii'iiinHi inn
diverse worlds. Those who possess it are high-status individuals.
It is a badge of authority and delegates their power. Plus, the Laura Wade is a freshman mass communication major.
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Student gallery mirrors real world
Zirkle House provides haven for artists, gives unique experience
by Christy Rtrelli
senior writer
Serving as a haven for students' artistic
creations, Zirkle House gives student artists as
well as those interested in running a museum an
educational taste of the art gallery experience.
"One of its exciting, innovative things is that
it is student-run," said Stuart Downs, instructor ■
of art and art history.
Senior art major Holly Everett, who
displayed paintings of figures at Zirkle House
in September, said she feels the experience of
having a show benefited her as she looks to
pursue a career as an artist.
"It's a good opportunity.... You take every
one you can get because they're hard to find,"
Everett said.
Zirkle House is composed of three galleries:
the Artworks Gallery, located in the front room
of the building, the New Images Gallery and
the Other Gallery, both located in the two back
rooms on the first floor. Zirkle House also
houses graduate artwork and a black-and-white
darkroom upstairs, according to senior art
history minor Sandi Williamson, Zirkle House
director.
"Zirkle House as a whole encompasses a
lot," Williamson said.
Although located in a college art gallery, the
New Images Gallery is run by a committee for
professional contemporary photographers,
possessing different standards than the studentrun Artworks Gallery and Other Gallery,
according to Williamson.
Toward the end of each semester, a fourstudent party consisting of the director,
assistant director, assistant director-to-be and a
Zirkle House gallery assistant hold reviews that
determine which artists will display their work

the following semester, according to
Williamson. Artists interested in displaying
their work in one of the two Zirkle House
galleries sign up for a 15-minute time slot on a
poster hung in Duke Hall, Williamson said.
"We let the artists talk about their work and
ideas [at try-outs]," Williamson said.
Each member of the party decides which
artists they'd most like to see have shows
without speaking to any of the other members.
After all of the artists have presented their work
to the party" each member casts an equal vote.
Williamson described the process as
"democratic" rather than a critique process.
Looking for continuity, quality and diversity
when evaluating student artwork, Williamson
said the party often awards shows to students
who made their pieces using (media different
from that of the last show. The party also
awards shows to those who present a consistent
group of works that will not "overwhelm" the
viewer.
"We try to award shows that represent the
art department and all media taught at the
university," she said.
The variety of media used in works
displayed at Zirkle House includes paintings,
ceramics, jewelry, installations and multimedia
works.
While James Bahn, graduate art student and
graduate adviser of Zirkle House, noted the
importance of diversity in the shows, he said
that does not mean the party necessarily has to
alternate media for every show.
"Sometimes diversity can happen within
media," Bahn said
Senior art major Beth Bedard, who displayed
her oil paintings in October, said she used a
common color scheme throughout her works to
demonstrate continuity.

ANNE KNOX/slaff photographer

Joy to the World!
Members of the JMU Chorale and Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Associate Professor of music David Watklns, performed Christmas favorites
like The Holly and the Ivy' and 'Silent Night' hi Wilson Hall Sunday.

BRYAN KNIGWTIstaffartist

She suggested that students interested in
applying for a show at Zirkle House present
their works in a unified manner.
'They should think about it beforehand, and
they need to have some sort of purpose.... I'd
encourage them to have a specific show,"
Bedard said.
Once the party awards a student artist a
show, the artist has the responsibility of making
fliers to publicize the show, buying or making
food for opening night and arranging his or her
pieces in the gallery.
Arranging one's creations in an attractive
way can be somewhat costly, however. Everett
said she spent a total of $400 to cover the cost
of mats and frames for her 10 large paintings
and opening night food.
"It's a lot of work and it's a big undertaking.
. .. You have to be dedicated enough and love
your artwork," Everett said.
For some students, having a show at Zirkle
House has its monetary benefits, as senior art
major Andy Miller said he sold more than $200
worth of his stoneware pieces when he
displayed them in September.
Miller said he decided to apply for a show
because he wanted to have the experience of
displaying his works in a gallery. "I thought it'd
be a nice thing to do, and it was a chance to do
something professional," he said.
With various students, faculty and local
residents viewing her work, Everett said she
benefited from their feedback. "I had a few
local collectors give me some really great
comments," she said.
As student artists begin setting up their
shows, they receive the aid of a gallery
assistant. Each gallery assistant helps with
installing one show for the semester by making
sure the artist takes the proper precautions in
setting up their work and that they follow the
guidelines for creating a display, according to
Assistant Director and senior art history major
Caren Hynes.
In order to earn one academic credit for
carrying out the duties of the gallery assistant,
students must spend two hours a week working
the front desk at Zirkle House, keep a 10-page
journal and perform a duty such as painting the
house or watering the plants, Hynes said.
Routine precautions when setting up a show
in,cjude.sjeeing.tp \\ that the artists do. not pit

any holes in the ceiling of Zirkle House and
that the director, assistant director or a gallery
assistant is present at all times, Hynes said.
Gallery assistants also aid in the actual setup of the show, advising artists to hang pictures
at the 5-foot-2 height level, to place their
strongest piece facing the doorway so that it
catches the eye of the viewers and to arrange
their pieces in an uncluttered manner.
"The gallery assistant usually does as much
work as the artist, but sometimes the artists
want to do it themselves," Hynes said.
Working with a gallery assistant in setting
up her display, Bedard said she placed her
favorite piece, an oil painting titled "Swamp
Thing," in the front of the room in order to
attract viewers.
While carrying out the tasks of managing an
art gallery, Hynes, who previously worked as a
gallery assistant, said she gained valuable
knowledge of the work involved in maintaining
a gallery as well as personal satisfaction by
working at Zirkle House.
"It gives you a sense of pride because it's
student-run ... without the gallery assistants, it
wouldn't run," Hynes said.
A student who wants to hold the position of
director must first work as a gallery assistant
and then as assistant director of Zirkle House.
In order to work as the director or assistant
director, a student must submit a resume' to the
graduate adviser, according to Hynes.
As student artists go through the process of
setting up their shows and displaying their
works to the public, Bahn said the artists should
gain a knowledge of how professional artists
work.
"It is a'gallery, and the intention is to create
within the artist some level of professionalism,"
Bahn said.
Bahn oversees the entire operation of the
house and gives academic grades to the
director, who receives three credits; the
assistant director, who receives two credits; and
the gallery assistant.
"I wouldn't call myself a spectator, but I
take a sideline to the students," Bahn said.
The fact that the students make Zirkle House
function provides for a unique learning
experience, according to Bahn.
< "It's .a. special -sort of thing for (heee students
,.. itYtheif gallefyj' he Said,- '.' ' V."
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(Above) Daniel Williams plays Gordon, a recovering alcoholic in rehab, in the play
'Penguin Blues,' directed by Patrick Blanchard. The play was performed Thursday
in Theatre II as a part of Director's Fest '95. (Below) Mr. Wison, played by
Andrew Austin, tells an Italian Monk that he has no bread to give him in 'Tour.'

The
house
lights go
down, and a spot
light shines on a prop
car center stage.
"Oh
shut
up,
Woodson!" screams
freshman actress Kate
McDermott.
With a bang, the show
begins.
Student directors presented The Director's Festival "A
World of Plays," a whirlwind tour of one-acts Nov. 28 through
Dec. 2 at the Experimental Theatre. The themes of the 14
shows varied from touching drama to hilarious comedy.
"There is something for everyone," said junior Derek
Leonidoff, director of "Landscape With Waitress." The
Director's Festival is the end-of-the-semester project for the
Directing for Theatre class offered by the JMU School of
Theatre and Dance. Taught by Andy Leech, a visiting
professor of theatre, this class gives students the opportunity to
direct — a first-time experience for most.
Leech hails from New York, where he directs primarily
musicals but is open to all kinds of theatre. Leech said the
layout of Theatre II was to the advantage of the students. "The
thrust stage [a stage in the middle of a U-shaped seating
section] really paid off for them."
Leech said he was pleased with the work of his students.
'The Festival was of very polished quality," he said.
Many of the students, active in the theatre either through
acting or technical crew, gained a new appreciation for the
amount of work that goes into presenting a show. "This class
probably takes up the most time of any class at JMU,"
Leonidoff said.
The class spends the first half of the semester learning stage
directions and other technical aspects of the theatre. The
second half includes choosing plays, holding auditions and
then, of course, rehearsals. The actors and directors devote
several hours every night for three weeks hoping that practice
really does make perfect.
More than 50 actors participated in the Festival.
"This is the best theatre opportunity for students at JMU,"

nun in;
center wh
beer." The
with a tunny

the Sister and
Gordon, another p;
go back and hirtl
understanding each other. T
takes a serious turn when Gordon
his experiences in Catholic school wi(h i
named Sister John Paul.
Sophomore director Patrick Blanchard, w
years of Catholic school. "I chose this phy
called out to me,'' Blanchard said.
Leonidoff s play, suggested to him by a fri
mixed signals that are thrown in the singles
Leonidoff said he personally related to the pla
audience would as well.
"This was my first time directing; I've ac
past," he said. "The show was a lot of worlj, it
and it was fun. There were not many theatre rna
and that broadened the scope of the experience.
Jerome Hairston, a sophomore, had the »e<
writing and directing his show "Cable ManTH
last semester in his independent study play writ
Hairston's play explores the scene jfte
disconnects the service that is a namelei s <
connection to the outside world.
Throughout the play this nameless i h;i
referred to only as the Lady. Hairston plai s I
present another series of his one-act plays
in the spring.
Senior actor James Pinkowski,
the cable man, said he believes
JMU is distinctively open in A
offering
special
opportunities for students
like The Director's
Festival. "This is the
one place where
something like this
could happen," he
said.
The actors and
stage
crew
enjoyed seeing
the reactions of
audience
members.
Sophomore
Stephen Wilson,
from the tech
crew, said, "I think
it was a very good
thing,
all
entertaining."
Sophomore
director
Da\
Waldman
d
"Andre's Mother" for
play. The story takes
after a funeral for
man that has died of AIDS. There
is an incredibly touching scene

I
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actress Nancy
Waldman said.
"Many of the
actors are firsttimers."
Waldman
played
Sister
Angelita
in
"Penguin Blues."
iister Angelita is a
in in an alcohol rehab
:er who "just likes her
The dialog starts off
unny banter between
and her companion
hef patient. The two
forth, not really
ten) The conversation
irjon opens up about
wi h an abusive nun
u\ went through 12
pla> because it just
a friend, depicts the
mjles flirting game,
e play and hoped the
ve acted a lot in the
orlj, it went smoothly
najors in the class,
ence,"
:' special task of both
nJHe wrote the play
I venting class.
: after a cable man
le<s character's last

haracter is
to

(Above) Mary Anee, played by Wendy Bohan, daydreams during the play 'Tall Tales,' directed by Amy E. Neal. (Below) Joanna Crumley plays an Italian cab
driver who is forced to put up with the ignorance of the travelling Americans (Andrew Austin and Kate McDermott) in 'Tour,' directed by James Lujan.

between Andre's lover and his mother in their first meeting.
Senior Tessa Munro, the Mother, does not speak at any time in
the play, but conveys the horror and confusion she is feeling
through her facial expression.
^n a different note, director Tange Rouse chose "For
,'olored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide
►When the Rainbow Is ENUFF."
Both this show and "Maya,"
written and directed by senior Joel
Traylor, incorporate elements
like singing and dancing.
11
This variety of
different kinds of theatre
is characteristic of the
Festival.
Junior
Ashley Covington,
from the tech crew
and president of
the
JMU
company The
Stratford Players,
said, "Everything
was well done."
Leonidoff
compared his
directing
experience to
acting by saying
he believes the
difference is that as
a director, one
doesn't have to face
the audience directly,
but works completely
behind the scenes.
"It's like being a proud
parent," he said. "1 give a
round of applause to all the
directors."
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Ensuring Your Success in

JMI STl DENTS FREE WITH ID

the Information Age...

ML* yOU AN AVID
PAN OF JMU SPORTS?

□ Get a Master's degree in Computer Science or
Information Systems even if your Bachelor's
degree is in another field.
□ Explore American's graduate-level Professional
Enhancement Series in Computing.
□ Start out with a Graduate Certificate in
Computing while you're considering a full
Master's program.
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□ Get the details on a Weekend Master's in
Computer Science or Information Systems.

Our yearbook staff
is still lookins for
an assistant
sports editor.
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career-enhancing options in computing:

□ Make yourself more marketable with a
Graduate Degree in Computer Science.
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Trio of bands unite to combat sexual assault
Puddleduck, The T in Mary, Sons of Icarus perform at the Little Grill to benefit CARE
by Chris Heisher
contributing writer
The bands lent their time and
talent, and the crowd lent their
money and hearts this weekend to
make CAREstock a resounding
success.
On Dec. 1 and 2, Campus Assault
Response Helpline, known as CARE,
organized a benefit concert at The
Little Grill to help raise money for
victims of rape. A crowd of JMU
students and Harrisonburg locals
packed into the tiny restaurant to hear
their favorite local bands and to
support CARE.

REVIEW
CARE began in the fall of 1993 as
a hotline for sexually assaulted JMU
students. The group has now
broadened its activities to include
giving presentations and spreading
awareness of sexual assault on
college campuses.
CARE is currently working to
raise money to pay for physical
evidence recovery kits for sexually
assaulted JMU students. Usually, the
police department will pay for this kit
if an assaulted student chooses to
press charges. However, if a victim
chooses not to press charges, they
must absorb the cost themselves.
Typically, these kits cost about $250
to $300.
Because CARE receives no
financial support from the university,
the organization must search for

alternative ways to raise money.
Sophomore Laura Shackelford, a
CARE member, suggested that it
organize a benefit concert,
employing the help of her good
friend Brian Blalock, a JMU junior
who also happens to be a guitarist for
Boxturtle.
"I just called up a bunch of guys I
know and asked them if they wanted
to do it. Harrisonburg is really tough
[for musicians to find work]. It's not
like Charlottesville, where everything
is booming. The bands really have to
stick together," Blalock said.
After calling a number of fellow
musicians, Blalock was able to gather
the talents of Puddleduck, The T in
Mary and Sons*of Icarus for
CAREstock. Fortunately for CARE,
The Little Grill was happy to oblige
and lent the usage of the
establishment to the bands cost-free.
On Friday at 8:30 p.m., Boxturtle
opened the show. Describing their
sound as "percussive moon-music,"
Blalock and fellow guitarist Jay
Haas, a junior at Longwood College,
played acoustic without the services
of a third member of Boxturtle who
plays the conga drums.
Haas and Blalock entertained a
responsive and lively crowd for well
over an hour with a number of
original songs. Junior Allison Wirth
said, "The music presents a good
mood. It creates a great atmosphere."
After a short intermission, during
which a large jar was passed around
to collect further donations,
Puddleduck performed.
A packed house enjoyed the feel-

good southern rock groove provided
by Puddleduck. Senior guitarist
Bobby Sutton said, "We're definitely
not alternative. We're like blues,
southern rock and maybe a little
country."
The crowd response to
Puddleduck was overwhelmingly
positive, and listeners were eager to
share their opinions.
"They're about the best band in
JMU right now," junior Mike Burger
said.
The T in Mary opened Saturday,
and with them brought the flavor and
excitement for which the crowd was
looking. As junior vocalist Chris
Gough poured energy into his

singing and performance, the crowd
responded with a series of cheers and
enthusiastic applause. The 'J' in
Mary even inspired the employees of
The Little Grill to dance in the
limited space that was available.
When asked to describe their
upbeat style, a number of members
offered a variety of descriptions,
ranging
from
"rhythmic,''
"alternative," "college" and "don't
kill your mother" sound.
This sound comes from the
playing of sophomore bassist Tad
Fletcher, guitarists sophomore Scott
Finney and junior Derek Hyde,
sophomore bongo player Adam
Wells, junior drummer Ben Thrift

JAMIE LEA NEWVOLD/siaff photographer

The 'J' in Mary performs at The Little Grill Saturday night. It was
one of three bands to perform in support of CARE.
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and vocalist Gough.
Sons of Icarus concluded the night
and, for that matter, CAREstock,
with its mellow, much more toneddown style.
Probably the most musically
diverse band of CAREstock, The
Sons of Icarus consist of the vocals
and bongos of Rob Flores, cello by
Mike Nguien, vocals by Stephanie
Karoly, bassist Chris Czyszczon and
guitarist Craig Czyszczon.
"It's really texturally rich," Flores
said of the band's unique style. "We
definitely sing in the spirit of creative
awareness, political awareness and.
spiritual awareness."
The crowd response to Sons of
Icarus was favorable as well. "I'd say
their music is music that deals with
realism as opposed to escapism. All
of it has a very sincere message of
life," senior Erin Rettig said.
As the bands packed away their
instruments and the crowd made its
way to the door of The Little Grill,
CAREstock was proclaimed a
success by CARE publicity
chairpejson Toby Bloom. She
reported a total of $209.57 in
donations collected during the
weekend event from donations and
the $ I entrance fees.
Earlier, when asked to describe
the purpose of CARE, Bloom
responded by saying, "We want to
make sure that JMU students are
taken care of."
Thanks to the help of Boxturtle,
Puddleduck, The 'J' in Mary and
Sons of Icarus, the students of JMtJfr
will be.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAAAA CITY BEACH
DAYTON A BEACH
KEY WEST
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Concentration can
be a difficult tasfc

Useful tips for adults with

aTtaMtiin HsFiot

Disorder
planrK

jod Addicti<
by Robin Gulick
contributing writer
Imagine sitting in a huge lecture
hall next week, packed wittt more
than 100 fidgeting students, on the
day of your big final exam. As you're
trying to concentrate on the essay
question, your eyes dart around the
classroom.
You notice someone in the front
row playing with his pen; another
student to your right is tapping her
fingers nervously. It seems as if
everyone around you is shifting in
their seats.
Eventually, people begin to finish
the exam. The guy in the front row
accidentally drops his books as he
gathers his things to leave; you watch
his papers fly everywhere. The girl
beside you bumps your arm as she
p\i\h her jacket over her head.
Looking down at your blue book,
you realize you're only halfway
through your essay, and there are less
than 10 minutes left to finish the
exam.
This situation can be distracting
for any student, but for someone who
has attention deficit disorder, this
environment can make a test
especially difficult, according to
Kara Karr, coordinator of the Office
of Disability Services at JMU.
ADD is a problem that affects
millions of people, yet most don't
associate it with college students or
other adults, but rather with a bunch
of misbehaving, inattentive,
hyperactive third-grade boys.
There are 47 students with ADD
registered with the Office of
Disability Services at JMU,
according to Karr.
Studies show that about 2 percent
of the adult population may have
ADD. Therefore, many more
C :4cnts could be either struggling
through classes undiagnosed or
unaware of the services JMU offers.
A fact sheet provided by CHADD.
the national organization working for
Children and Adults with Attention
Deficit Disorders, defines ADD as "a
neurobiological disability that
interferes with a person's ability to
sustain attention or focus on a task
and to delay impulsive behavior."
ADD affects the lives of those
who have it on educational, personal
and social levels.
"Most adults with ADD are
restless, easily distracted, have
difficulty sustaining attention and
concentrating, are impulsive and
impatient, have frequent mood
swings and short tempers, are
disorganized and have difficulty
planning ahead," according to a
CHADD fact sheet.
For college -Students', these
characteristics can be potentially

damaging if they are not recognized
and dealt with.
"I'm looking at my life and
saying,-'My life has been half
wonderful and half hell because of
ADD,'" sophomore Dan Boucher
said.
Boucher was diagnosed with
ADD after his first semester
freshman year.
His mother, a sign language
interpreter, had started reading about
ADD after working with a student
with ADD who had symptoms
similar to what her son was
experiencing. After reading and
applying what she read to the
problems Boucher was having
academically, she urged him to go to
the Office of Disability Services and
get tested.
"I went there, and [Kara Karr]
gave me a little preliminary
screening. She said I should go foi
testing, and I did, and it came back
positive," he said.
"After that, basically I had to
convince my father I had this thing
called ADD," Boucher said. "I tried
to convince him that I wasn't trying
to excuse my behavior, and I was
going to take responsibility but that I
had this disability that stops me from
doing things, or causes me to do
things other people can't or won't do.
"I was having a lot of problems
last year in school with a lot of
different things, like alcohol and

other stuff that I went through," he
added.
Some of these problems could
have been a result of the ADD.
according to Karr. 'There is some
literature that says students who have
ADD have a higher incidence of
alcohol abuse. Those are studies, and
they're not very definitive, but some
people say it's a way to get control or
to medicate themselves in a sense."
Luke Deucy, a Virginia
Commonwealth
University
sophomore, was diagnosed last April
after he attended four different
colleges in five years. Now he is
taking classes at VCU for the second
time and working part-time at a
shipping company.
He noticed ADD symptoms at
work as well as at school. "If I was at
work, I would have a tendency to not
be thorough in certain tasks and leave
a lot of things open-ended, such as
closing a deal all the way through. I
would do the booking, preparing and
shipping, but I wouldn't send the
letter and receipts. [The task] would
already be over in my mind, even
though it really wasn't," he said.
Another problem Deucy faces is
what he calls his "panic mode." He
says he will think, "Oh, the house
isn't clean. I've got the bills coming
up in a week. I've got this thing to do
at work. . . . I've got to deal with it
now."
He starts to panic because
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"subconsciously, you just know if
you address a certain problem, at that
moment you're not going to be able
to do something about it because you
can't calm yourself down to tackle it
thoroughly."
Christina Tibery, a sophomore at
JMU, was diagnosed with ADD after
noticing symptoms similar to these
while she was still in school.
"I noticed 1 was studying a lot

PHOTOS BY KYLE BVSSIsenior photographer

People with Attention Deficit Disorder often turn to a pastime, such as playing video games, when
concentrating on homework proves difficult.

harder than everybody else, and they
ended up getting much better grades
than I was. It was really frustrating
for me." This led her to get tested,
and she was ultimately diagnosed
with ADD.
Once diagnosed, someone with
ADD generally feels very relieved.
They know there is a reason behind
their behavior, and it has nothing to
do with lack of skill or
determination. The diagnosis is the
first step in a process that allows
those affected to deal with the
symptoms of ADD.
"The diagnosis was a big relief,"
Deucy said. "I felt there was a lot of
hope; there was an answer to all
these things going on in my life that I
didn't recognize until I found all this
literature.
"There is a huge aspect [of ADD]
that I still deal with in a lot of ways
— a big question of self esteem,"
Deucy said. "I would act certain
ways to get places in life because I
didn't know who I was. With the
diagnosis, I could start over."
He regained some of his
confidence by realizing, "Hey,
everything in the past was because of
this, maybe I can succeed in college
now," Deucy said.
Tibery, said, "It was a relief just
knowing there were other people too
that have succeeded after they found
out they had [ADD]."
Once a person has been diagnosed
with ADD, they can follow different
steps to help control the symptoms
and become more successful.
Some people with ADD find that
certain psychological stimulants,
prescribed by their doctor, such as
see TASK page 25
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Study abroad
takes on a new dimension

*-

Meets
R
°mania

Professor Stephen Bowers
leads a unique effort to help
!
a private Romanian
university build a solid
foundation, overcome
growing pains and earn
aspect. Communicative and
academic ties are opening
up between JMU and
\Romanian faculty, students.
by David Hurt
J. MICHAEL ROGERS/.vfu/fphotographer
components in their programs to be
staff writer
Professor Bowers works diligently in his office before class as he brainstorms and plans the activities
licensed, Bowers said.
A Moldovan flag hangs on the
'They were just licensed a few to take place between the Romanian-American University and the JMU community.
|wall beside posters printed in Cyrillic weeks ago in public health and accompanied Bowers to the RAU
Bowers has enlisted the help of JMU JMU and the RAU to make it simpler
or Romanian, while various parts of medicine. Before that, they were opening ceremonies in October, she
President Ronald Carrier. Carrier for Romanian students when they
Bid military uniforms, hats and
licensed in five or six other areas was impressed with how far the RAU
agreed to support Bowers in June return. All the students who return to
Jackets with Soviet insignia are [SUCH AS] tourism, international
has come given its restraints from the
1994 and has since helped get visas, Bucharest after studying here have to
cattered about the room. The shelves business," Bowers said.
Romanian government.
invited the rector of the RAU, Ion take exams in the classes they would . Lk
■are crammed with periodicals about
RAU has about 6,000 students
The government requires students
Smedescu, to visit JMU next have taken if they had stayed in
I Eastern Europe and the former Soviet enrolled, and next year's expected to take a national exam before
semester
and provided tuition
Romania, Bowers said.
I Union.
enrollment is 7,000. RAU has no graduation, and to remain accredited,
assistance to RAU students at JMU.
Bowers would like course
Stephen Bowers, assistant campus; it rents buildings scattered a private university must pass at least
"This year. Dr. Carrier helped us substitution to be reciprocal,
Iprofessor of political science, sits
throughout Bucharest. It opened 5(Vpercent of its students, while a
in applying for the visas. He wrote allowing JMU students to take
[back in his Maury Hall office and
shortly after the 1989 revolution and public university must pass very few
letters of support for these students to certain courses at RAU that would
[discusses the future of a land where is divided into seven programs.
students.
the consulate in Bucharest, and I
transfer back. The main difficulty
[six years ago communism reigned
The mere fact that RAU is still
The supply of professors also
think that helped. That's the main there is language since the RAU has
| supreme.
running warrants recognition of its presents a problem.
difference in what we did this year not put together any English courses,
While most students know about success, Bowers said.
"[The Romanian government] has
and what we did last year," Bowers he said.
| JMU's connection to London, Paris,
"It is one of maybe a hundred
rules that no professors in state
said.
Bowers is also working on a
Florence or Salamanca, few are private universities that have universities teach also for private
Before this year, Knickrehm, who professor exchange. However, it
aware of the growing relationship attempted to start since the [1989]
universities, so there is this society
is now actively helping Bowers, would be difficult for JMU
between JMU and the Romanian- revolution. Of the hundred, it's the where every university was public
knew of Bowers' contacts with the professors because the income in
I American University, a private only one that has really prospered so and [every teacher] was employed by
RAU but hadn't directly discussed Romania is so much lower.
I college, in Bucharest.
far," Bowers said.
a public university," Knickrehm said.
the relationship with him.
However, David Ley, associate
Establishing this relationship and
Because RAU is private, As a result, private universities must
Knickrehm said she was surprised professor of hospitality and tourism
helping RAU gain respect and
getting
search hard to find professors.
when she saw the university
management, said he believes such a
recognition is an enormous
The U.S. government is also an
firsthand, the number of people problem could be overcome. Ley
! task. Romania faces many
obstacle. Obtaining a visa for RAU attending the opening ceremonies accompanied Bowers to Romania
problems in its poststudents is difficult because the
and the amount of press coverage of and Moldova in May and said he
communist days after
federal government is skeptical of the event.
wouldn't mind going back to teach,
the violent 1989 unwrARY
granting visas to young Romanian
Enlisting the help of Carrier and even if it means far less pay.
revolution
when
students, fearful they will not return
Knickrehm has enhanced Bowers'
"I would consider it such a
Communist dictator
to their homeland.
efforts.
valuable experience that I would be
Nicolae Ceausescu was
The
two
Knickrehm explained, "I think prepared to make the adjustments so ,}/
captured
and
Romanian students the main focus of the [October] trip that I'm living as they live and not
I executed.
studying at JMU this really from their perspective was to expect them to pay the equivalent
Since
1992,
semester, Claudia
have somebody else from [JMU] to amount of salary. . . . It's one of
Bowers has led an effort to build
Marian and Narcisa go over there and see the operation, those situations I think is worth it,"
this relationship. Some of his shortNita, can attest to this see what's going on and be able to Ley said.
term efforts include
obstacle. Marian was come back and report it."
He said his previous trip was an
donating textbooks,
denied last year, and
Besides allowing RAU students to "overwhelming cultural experience"
giving
curriculum YUGOSLAVIA
only this year did the come to JMU to study. Bowers has and sees great potential for JMU and
advice, trying to get old
US. government
supplied English textbooks to its RAU.
I computers to RAU, allowing students
allow her to attend.
growing library, and he is trying uv
Although a formal exchange is not
[from RAU to study at JMU, and
Marian said, "I get old JMU computers shipped to yet possible. Bowers has planned an
Itaking a group of JMU students for
had to go to the RAU.
arrangement for RAU professors to
[May session to Romania and its
[American] consulate
Knickrehm said, "The university come to JMU in September before
[neighbor Moldova.
support from the Romanian
certainly has surplus property which RAU classes begin in October.
BRYAN KNlGHT/staff
ffVe"
Long-term goals include some government is difficult.
•" artist times.
is no use to us anymore that would be During this time they will sit in on
Isort of faculty exchange and
'The Romanian government and They told me I was too young, 'You of use to them, but there are certain
classes and observe the American
■opportunities for JMU students to the Ministry of Education are real won't come home.'"
state laws about how you dispose of university setting.
|study a full semester at RAU.
skeptical about private education. It's
Nita said she had to show the state property. Although we're
This aspect will allow RAU
These efforts are crucial. For one of those leftovers from the consulate she had a contact in the planning to pursue looking into (his,
professors an insight to American
private Romanian universities, a communist period when the state
U.S. to guarantee she would return.
I'm not sure what we'll be able to professors and their methodology.
jnnection with an American runs everything," Bowers said.
"It took all I had to show them I do."
"One thing that all of the
■university is a huge priority because
When Kay Knickrehm, head of would return."
Bowers is also working to
, in
Ithey need' curtain - 'American' the poriCicaf sc•ieI.'re^ae'p'drtmtM,'
T6 Win overcome this obstacle,
establish class substitution between
see ABROAD page 26
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Tales of turkey, football and gender roles

*
(his article is supposed to be about going
home for Thanksgiving. I know what
you're thinking — YAWNFEST.
Number one. there have probably been five
other articles in The Breeze about the same
thing. Anyway, bashing The Breeze (and Dhall) is such a bandwagon, let's get off it. The
point of this is, I'm not going to get into much
personal stuff about my Thanksgiving because,
well, it's none of your business, and you don't
care anyway. Let's just say 1 spent most of the
weekend sitting in a chair with a bottle of Jim
Beam in my lap.
Seriously, my Thanksgiving was pretty
much a milktoast-Norman Rockwell affair. It's
all the basic stuff, none of it really interesting.
The only true excitement I have during these
types of holidays is the inevitable meeting with
the "high school ex." This doesn't mean much
to me anymore; it took a while, but I'm over
her like a hurdle. There were times, however,
when after imbibing a dozen or so beers, I
found myself picking out china patterns at four
in the morning.
Most guys I know spend their Thanksgiving
doing two things: eating and watching football.
What women do on Thanksgiving I have no
idea, but I think it involves dishes and lots of
soapy water (requisite sexist comment).
Thanksgiving football is a sort of masculine
ritual, as football is the most purely masculine
sport. I don't think women should be involved
in football in any way, unless they are on the
sidelines in hot pants doing cartwheels.
My reasoning is this: Men and women are
different creatures. There are things that the
opposite sex cannot, and perhaps should not,
understand. It's about celebrating diversity.
There is nothing wrong with basking in the
glow of masculinity. Testosterone is a naturally
occurring hormone in men. Of course, some
guys should be medically restricted from
producing testosterone.
testosterone, iI'm
m an
all in
m IBVUI
favor UI
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spirit, but when some snapperhead starts
discharging firearms into the television when
his team is losing, that's going too far. Many
women and some men think that football, for
example, is degenerative and devoid of any
aesthetic content. That's being narrow-minded.
A true man should appreciate Emmitt Smith as
well as Emily Dickinson; they both have their
artistic elements.
Men need a sanctuary from women
sometimes. Football is one of the few things
left, and it's fading, too. Despite this, most men
would appreciate it if women made themselves

^

. ....... „„. „« -, , ,a, a
hanksgiving is a blast. You get ton eat
a
lot, watch football and be waited on
„ hand and foot. Yeah, right. That's what
men do. Women do the shopping, the cooking,
the entertaining and the cleaning. They get up
at 5 a.m. to cook the turkey, and al day they
clean up messes they didn't make, take care of
other people's kids and put up with in-laws^
They have nothing to show for it at the end ot
the day but a house full of dirty dishes and
bloated menfolk.
This year, I wanted to have more ot an
instrumental role in Thanksgiving. I took my

TI

useful in this ritual, i.e. get fresh beers, whip up
some chow for halftime. Women have their
sanctuaries, too, and the difference is men often
encourage these things. Women have things
like ovulation and ... figure skating. One thing
males and females both enjoy is the requisite
Thanksgiving feast. I really get into this. This
year I stuffed my own turkey ... with a T-bone
steak. I just throw everything into the carcass
and eat it like a burrito. I don't just break the
wishbone, I suck the marrow out of that puppy.
Beverage? I just drink directly from the%ravy
boat. Then it's belly-up on the couch for 24
hours of men knocking the snot out of each
other. It's good to be a man.

post in the kitchen and prepared to do my part.
Mostly, I was trying to act like an adult so I
wouldn't get stuck at the kid's table. The turkey
was already in the oven, so we concentrated on
getting the other food prepared to perfection. At
the same time, we watched the kids and made
sure the men had plenty of beer and food to
keep them company while they watched
football with their hands obsessively attached to
their nether parts.
My assignment was simple: damage control.
I felt it was a little extreme to put me on
disaster duty, but I played along. Soon I found
out the true necessity of my role. At about
noon, my youngest cousin came to me with a

Matt
i»au Bondurant
«w""««•«»•

Emily
Walker
»

panicked
oanickcd look in his eye and a bulge in hhis
nose. He had performed an experiment that left
a bean lodged in his left nostril. He said he
wanted to see if it would fit and that he hadn't
pushed it up far. I spent 45 minutes looking for
the needle-nose pliers and another 20 extracting
the wandering lentil. As soon as I had contained
that situation, I discovered that Barney the dog
had consumed an entire cheese ball. I didn't
know what to do, but I couldn't ask for help.
The other women had reached a critical stage
with the mashed potatoes, and I knew the men
wouldn't grasp the gravity of the situation. I
tried to stay cool. I tried to think like Susan on
"ER," but without activated charcoal, I didn't
think Barney would make it. So I put him
outside. He's not even my dog.
Just when I thought things had calmed
down, my aunt informed me that all my uncles
were pretty wasted and were arguing about the
merits of gas versus electric lawn mowers. It
was about to come to blows, but luckily I was
able to change the subject. I got them talking
about top-heavy women, and they became
docile.
In the midst of all the confusion, I found
myself thinking of Matt Bondurant and
imagining what his holiday was like. I figured
he was probably deciding which three of his
female cousins he wanted tq stack on a plate
flapjack-style or entertaining his male relatives
with anecdotes about women in spandex who
can crack walnuts with their butts but lack
intelligence. That's the kind of sparkling
repartee you only find among groups of
sensitive men of the '90s.
It's a good thing women have control over
Thanksgiving because if men were left in
charge, it probably wouldn't be worthy of a
four-day weekend. In just a few weeks, I'll go
home for the holidays and will have to divert
disaster all over again. I hope I can take the
pressure.

Hunger banquet to benefit area food banks
The meal will be followed by a banquet. "I'm going because I think
discussion of world and local hunger hunger is a very important issue,"
problems, and the focus will be on Mitchell said, "and I think more
how to help solve these problems, people need to be aware of the
worldwide issue.
Sullivan said.
"I don't think that people realize
Rick Hill, Presbyterian
that individuals can make an impact,
campus minister, is also
and taking part in an activity like
helping organize the hunger
this is just one of the many steps
banquet.
toward a solution,"
He coordinated a hunger
banquet last year with
Presbyterian
Campus
Ministry, and this year, he
is involved mainly with
providing materials for
the University Center's
banquet.
The goals, he said,
are to connect with ..
the community,
encourage
students
to
become
involved and
take a look at
the problems of
the world and see
what can be done to solve them.
"A lot of times, we don't
appreciate the problem of hunger,"
Hill said, "but it is very surprising
when people see how many folks eat
so poorly."
The hunger banquet gives some
insight into how people around the
world eat, which is important for us
Annemarie Sullivan
to realize, Hill said. "It's a time to
say, 'There's the problem. Now what
graduate assistant for University Center
do we do about it — what can we do
assistant for University Center, said style dinner, while the remaining to alleviate the problem?'"
Junior Heather Mitchell, president
any additional donations will be group will sit on the floor and share a
of
the JMU chapter
appreciated as well Sullivan is common bowl of rice, showing the
..-«.- of Habitat for
Hum ani tv w
hejojng coo/diiiaterte. fcstjvges,
Mom fu.rfcof.sociey, she said
. , 4 ,!U.a.u,en2.,hS .TO?..».,.....,,,.,
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Sign-up sheets to offer community
by Paula Finkelstein
service to local food banks will be
staff writer
available to those interested, she said.
Sullivan said Winterfest was
With the holiday season
approaching,
many
JMU designed to be a campuswide
organizations are encouraging celebration of the holiday season.
It's a time to "have students be
activities that promote awareness of
current, local and worldwide issues more aware of those who are less
fortunate," Sullivan said. This is a
and concerns.
University Center, which houses time for the University Center to
Madison Leadership Center, work on improving community
University Center Services and involvement, she said.
The Hunger Awareness Banquet
Events and Conferences, is
"provides
a chance to spread
sponsoring Winterfest '95, a winter
festival focusing on all the holidays awareness about hunger and the
of the season. Among the events this world," Sullivan said.
By using worldwide hunger
year will be the Hunger Awareness
statistics, those who attend the
Banquet Dec 6.
•>
The Hunger Awareness Banquet banquet will be broken down into
is open to the entire JMU student three groups to represent world
hunger, she said.
body, faculty and staff.
These groups will eat meals
Tickets are $2, and the banquet is
limited to 100 people. All proceeds according to the statistics, Sullivan
will go two local food banks. Blue said, with only a small percentage
Ridge Food Bank and Patchwork receiving a fine-dining type of
catered meal.
Pantry.
Another group will eat a familyAnnemarie Sullivan, a graduate

Mitchell said.
Sullivan said, "It's a chance to
show what you can do to help. It's
hard for any of us to help worldwide,
but we can help here in the Valley.
"We're very lucky at JMU. Most
people are from middle class homes
— it makes you realize
what you have to be
thankful for and what
you can do to help
others," Sullivan said.
"One person can make a
difference. Just get
involved."

"it's hard for any of us to help
worldwide, but we can help here in
the Valley."
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continued from page 22

Ritalin, Dexedrine and Cylcrt are
very affective, according to Karr.
Students have told her the medicines
allow them to focus better. "It allows
them not to be distracted so that they
can sit through a lecture and actually
listen and really get something from
it... It also keeps down some of the
impulsivity."
Deucy has been taking Ritalin for
a few months now. "I tested myself
by reading without it and then
studying with it, and there is a
definite difference," he said. "I'm
more relaxed, more able to focus on
the content and what I'm digesting. I
find myself less edgy.
"If I were to read a book or write
an essay without Ritalin, or without
any notion that the reason I couldn't
focus was ADD, I couldn't sit still
and focus enough to get through a
page," he said.
Though it can be very effective,
not everyone requires medication.
Some students don't want to start
medication without first trying to
mediate the symptoms of ADD by
changing their lifestyle and behavior.
"I'm not taking any medication
now, and I'm doing really well,"
Boucher said. "I guess I didn't want
to go that far that quickly."
Instead, he sees an off-campus
behaviorist, talks with Karr
occasionally and takes advantage of
some of the other accommodations
JMU offers for students with ADD.
Some of these include allowing
students with ADD to register early,
to take tests in an distraction-free
environment and to have more time
to take a test.
An ADD support group is also
forming on campus. It has met for a
few weeks, but will still be open for a
few meetings to allow new members
to join before they close the group.
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Many people with ADO take psycho stimulant*, such as
Dextrostat, to help them concentrate on what they're doing.
Karr said, "It's important when
according to Boucher.
Through trie Office of Disability they have free time to structure that
Services, students can also get a too. Otherwise, they can easily not
"buddy" to help them out with their use that productively and impulsively
work. According to Karr, "Students go do something else."
can be paired up with someone who
The impulsiveness and other
symptoms of ADD don't just affect
has been through a similar disability,
someone they can discuss strategies academics. "The impulsivity for
with."
some students [appears when
Because they have the tendency to students are] being impatient, getting
irritated standing in line or even
begin so many projects at one time,
forgetfulness becomes a big issue being impulsive in a situation
regarding a relationship," Karr said.
with those who have ADD. Also,
according to Karr, many students
For instance, some students with
with ADD have difficulty with time ADD may have problems
impulsively beginning a relationship
management and disorganization.
Some students find different ways or simply breaking a relationship off.
Boucher has seen ADD affect his
of dealing with this. Boucher said,
life outside the classroom. He said
"A day planner saved my life."
ADD has hurt some relationships he
Not only do students find that it is
has had, especially with his friends.
helpful to write assignments, down,
they also can use the planner in other "You need to change your behavior
when you're around people so you
ways. "I have a day planner that I
write tons of stuff in, just to organize don't bug the hell out of them.
"In close relationships, it's hard,"
my thoughts," Tibery said.

he said. "It's hard because you meet
somebody who doesn't understand
the ADD, which is generally the
case."
To combat this, Boucher reads all
he can about ADD so he can educate
those around him.
Reading about ADD has helped
him realize in an argument whether
or not his ADD has contributed to the
problem. He tries to clear things up
by saying, 'This is ADD working,
and I need to tell you something
about it. I'm not saying it will always
3e this way or it's always excusable,
md I'll try to change it. In this
instance, it was ADD getting carried
iway, and I'm sorry."
If students think they may have
<\DD, Boucher suggests they read
You Mean I'm not Lazy, Stupid, or
Crazy?! by Kate Kelley and Peggy
Ramundo and Driven to Distraction
by Edward Hallowell and John
Ratey.
"If you don't know anything
about ADD, pick up that and read the
whole thing," he said of Driven to
Distraction. "It's the first thing I read
[about ADD]."
If students suspect they have
ADD, they should try to get help.
"It's all there and very user friendly,"
Boucher said. "Go to Kara Karr's
office and say, 'I think I may have
ADD.' From there, they lead you by
the hand through the process."
According to Karr, it is important
for students who believe they have

ADD to get diagnosed by a doctor so
other diagnoses that may cause some
of the same symptoms can be ruled
out.
For instance, she said, "If
someone is experiencing a lot of
anxiety, that [can also lead to] not
being able to concentrate or focus."
A doctor ruling out other diagnoses
and taking a thorough history of the
behavioral background of the patient
can also help reduce ADD being
overdiagnosed.
"I think there is a danger in
overdiagnosing, and that is
something everyone in our field of
disability services is concerned
about, so it's something we as a
group of professionals are looking
at," Karr said.
"There are a number of general
practitioners who, without a thorough
evaluation, will kind of assume
someone has ADD
Unfortunately, there is not a blood
test for ADD," Karr said.
The possibility of overdiagnosing
ADD does not reduce the problem
for those with the disorder, according
to Karr. "I believe ADD is a real
disorder."
Tibery said it was hard for people
to understand she learns in a different
way. "They don't know. If they could
only understand how much harder it
is. They don't understand how easy
[learning without the distractions
associated with ADD] comes for
them."

Freshman Dan Gordon (I), who has ADD, dabbles In guitar to avoid
his work. (Above) Sophomores Dan Boucher (I) and Cameron
Ayers (r), both diagnosed with ADD, sit around chatting and
smoking when they are distracted from their work.

Today is the last day to turn a holiday story into Karen and
Angie, due by 5 p.m. in the AnthonySeeger basement.
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Abroad

continued from page 23

-

Romanian students have talked about
is the difference in methodology
here." Bowers said.
Nita said, "In Romania, to talk to
a teacher, you are really afraid. Here
you are speaking with a friend. . . .
It's really strange."
Marian explained that many of the
professors at the RAU are in the
learning process as well, especially in
the field of business, where
capitalism is a new concept for
everyone.
"Professors are trying to study
with students at the same time. Wc
were taught that capitalism is bad."
Marian said.
She added, "Maybe in 10 years
everything will be OK. Mentality is
hard to change- They had 45 years of
communism, and some people still
* believe in it.
"Anytime they ace faced with
something new. [the government) is
scared."
For the Romanian government,
the RAU is something new. In order
to help the RAU with business
aspects, Roger Ford, professor of
management entrepreneurship.
designed an "entrepreneurship class."
Bowers said the entrepreneurship
course is "a class on how to start a
business. Dr. Ford ... helped put this
together back in '92" and sent
someone over to the RAU lo teach it.
According to the involved
exchange students, Bowers has been
a valuable asset to RAU. Nita said,
"He's really very close to us. He
knows very well the problems wc
have and understands (what we
need]. He really loves us. He's giving
his best to help us."

Bowers's efforts will also benefit
JMU. "[The relationship] helps
IJMU] in terms of broadening our
international contacts, especially for
students that are interested in
international affairs or students that
are interested in different aspects of
comparative government," he said.
Bowers' involvement with RAU
began directly in 1992, but the real
starting point for him was Moldova,
where he first visited in 1983.
After a bad experience on this trip,
a friend finally convinced him to
return to Moldova in 1991. During
this trip, he met people involved with
the RAUBowers said, "Meeting with the
[RAU] people was essentially an
accident. In 1992,1 was invited to go
to [the RAU] and give a lecture, and
that's all I thought it was going to
be," he said. It turned out that they
wanted him to do much more to help
them.
In 1993, he helped make
arrangements for the first RAU
students to study at JMU. In 1994, he
took the first group of JMU students
to Romania and Moldova. This May,
Bowers will be taking the third group
of JMU students.
He said with the first trip
arranged lor JMU students. Moldova
was his goal and Romania "was just
a detour." The students had such a
pleasant time in Romania that he now
plans the trips with more time in
Romania.
Anyone interested in going to
Romania and Moldova for May
Session 1996 should call Stephen
Bowers at 568-3605 or e-mail at
FACSBOWERS.

Romanian exchange student Narcisa Nita relaxes with a paper in the house of her host family.
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Now Open!
600-1) University Blvd
(between Price Club and the JMU Arboretum in University Plaza)
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gTODY IN SPAIN ^Abb I996
JMU's Semester in Salamanca Program, now in its
ninth year, continues to offer a unique study abroad
opportunity. Experience the cultural richness of Spain
by living with a host family, attending classes at the
University of Salamanca, exploring the performing
arts, and travelling on directed excursions to Granada,
Toledo, Santander, Madrid, Avila, and other cities.
Enhance your knowledge with these offerings:
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SPORTS
JMU falls in quarterfinal match to Duke

)95 27

by Scott Graham

the game from the outset and
maintained possession of the ball by
varying their attack, serving long
DURHAM, N.C. — One player passes from their backline and
seemed to be a small, yet significant
working the ball through the
difference between the JMU men's
midfield. Duke created several
soccer team and No. 11 Duke
scoring chances, but was unable to
University.
get the ball past JMU junior
That player was Blue Devils goalkeeper Barry Purcell.
forward Josh Henderson.
After 30 minutes, the Dukes had
Henderson created a much-needed
withstood the Blue Devils' pressure
spark for the Duke offense, and he
and began to assert their physical
and his Blue Devils teammates
style of play.
rallied from a 2-0 second-half deficit
In the 37th minute, the Dukes
to upend JMU 3-2 in the NCAA
used their size advantage to score the
quarterfinals Saturday at Duke
game's first goal. Senior midfielder
Soccer Stadium.
Nathan Fairchild took a corner kick
The Blue Devils, who won the
that was headed toward the goal by
national championship in 1986, will
sophomore forward Geoff Honeysett
play the University of Virginia in the
and blocked by a Duke defender.
Final Four in Richmond, Dec. 8.
Senior defender Danny Ensley
UVa. defeated Brown University 4-1
gathered the rebound and volleyed
in its quarterfinal matchup.
the ball past sophomore goalkeeper
Henderson did not play in the
John Morton.
teams' regular-season matchup, a 2-1
Eight minutes into the second
JMU win, and had missed Duke's
half, the Dukes were able to extend
first two NCAA tournament matches
their lead to 2-0. Sophomore forward
due to various foot and ankle Jake Edwards collected a pass from
injuries. The Blue Devils' thirdFairchild and took a shot tha*.
leading scorer was also confined to deflected off a Duke defender. The
the bench for the first half of deflection surprised Morton, and the
Saturday's game and watched the
ball squirted between he and the left
Dukes take a 1-0 halftime lead.
goal post.
Duke coach John Rennie inserted
One minute later, the Blue Devils
Henderson into the second-half began mounting their comeback.
starting lineup and watched his
Defender Sam Smith crossed the ball
freshman forward change the
from the left side into the six-yard
complexion of the game.
box. Purcell punched it away from
"Josh [Henderson] went in the
midfielder Jay Heaps, the Atlantic
game in the second half and showed Coast Conference Freshman of the
the difference one player can make,"
Year, before he fell to the ground.
Rennie said. "You want your best The rebound went to forward Andy
players on the field when you're
Kwon, who blasted a 12-yard shot
down, and he's one of the best we
past Purcell as he scrambled to get to
have."
his feet.
.'
Rennie said Henderson controlled
"Their [Duke's] first goal was the
the midfield with his presence alone,
most crucial goal of the game,"
which created more room to operate
Martin said. "2-0 is a nasty lead to
for his teammates.
have because you start to sit back a
"Josh gives you an ability in the
little. The next goal is always the
middle of the field that means you
goal of the game."
can open up," Rennie said. "You can
In the 60th minute, the Blue
go left, right, down the middle . . .
Devils evened the score with a goal
and that's when we're at our best."
by forward Brian Kelly off a creative
JMU head coach Tom Martin
back-heel pass by Henderson. The
said, "Henderson is obviously a very
goal increased Kelly's team-leading
dangerous player. It's not always
total to 16.
what he gives [Duke] physically, it's
Six minutes later, Duke concluded
psychologically what he gives just by
its scoring when Kelly crossed the
being on the field."
ball from the left side to Heaps, who
The Blue Devils took control of headed it into the opposite comer of
staff writer

PHOTOS BY PETER HAGGARTY/senior photographer

Junior midfielder Sipl Savoiainen goes up for a header against a Duke defender. JMU lost a 2-0
advantage in the game after an onslaught of shots by Duke University.
the goal for his 14th of the season.
header by junior midfielder Sipi
The Blue Devils improved to 15Kelly increased his assist total to 11.
Savoiainen at the goal line.
6-1 and return to the Final Four for
In the final four minutes of the
"We did everything we wanted to the first time since 1992, when they
game, the Dukes had two close-range do," Martin said. "Maybe it just
lost to UVa. in the semifinals.
scoring opportunities, but were
wasn't meant to be."
The Dukes, who participated in
unable to take advantage of either. A
For the game, the Blue Devils their fourth-straight NCAA
shot by senior defender Seth Coker outshot the Dukes 17-11. Morton was tournament and advanced to the
forced Morton to make a diving save, credited with five saves, and Purcell quarterfinals for the second
and a Duke defender stopped a
made three.
consecutive year, ended their season
with a 17-5-2 record.
Martin and his players said they
were extremely proud of a JMU team
that most "soccer experts" did not
predict as a national title contender.
"This group has probably been the
most fun group we've ever had."
Martin said. "It's arguably been the
most enjoyable team I've had in my
19 years."
Fairchild said, "1 have nothing to
complain about. Obviously this isn't
the way you like to go out, but if I
had to play my final season with a
team, this is the one I'd like to play
with."
The Dukes may be losing six
seniors, but with the return of AllColonial Athletic Association
performer freshman defender Kevin
Knight, they have reason to look
forward |o'another successful season
in 19%,," i
(above) Senior forward Danny Ensley uses his height advantage to
"We've-gpt a lot of guys coming
head the ball toward the goal. Ensley followed a miss by back that are great players," Purcell
sophomore forward Geoff Honeysett to score JMU's first goal.
said. "Everyone will be hungry, and I
(left) Freshman defender Kevin Knight tries to knock the ball away think we can put a strong squad
' from two Dimes
Res attackers.
together sen I year."
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Tuesday, December 5 at 7:30 p.m.
♦Doors open at 6 p.m. for autographs*

Special appearance by NASCAR driver
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^^ defense unravels Gophers

hv Matthew
\1arf hnu- Provence
Pnwnn....
by
sports editor
Ten was the theme of the night as
the JMU women's basketball team
won its home opener at the expense
of University of Minnesota Friday at
the Convocation Center.
The Dukes used a tenacious
defense to fend off their Big Ten
opponent en route to a 10-point, 7363 victory. The win was JMU's
second in a row, and advanced the
team's record to 2-1.
"That was pretty much our
weakness in the first two games
team defense," junior point guard
Holly Rilinger said. "All week, that's
what we've been working on, and I
think we saw spurts tonight where we
really did that well, and we were able
to force a lot of turnovers."

Minnesota
JMU

"

■

'

.

.

.

^^

63
73

For the game, the Dukes had 13
steals and forced the Golden Gophers
into 23 turnovers. With Minnesota's
starting point guard Jaime Ellis
limited due to an injured foot,
Rilinger took advantage of back-up
point guard Mindy Hansen by
stripping the ball from her on
numerous occasions and leading the
team with a game-high eight steals.
"Pressure defense was the key,"
Rilinger said. "We knew that if we
could pressure them, they would turn
the ball over and we could convert."
Led by the backcouit, JMU's
offensive attack got off to a quick
start. Beginning at the 14:36 mark of
the first half, Rilinger scored eight
straight points, staking the Dukes to
an early 19-10 lead. Following a free
throw by senior Krissy Heinbaugh,
JMU had the 10-point lead that it
would have at the end of the half (3828) as well as the end of the game.
Rilinger led all scorers at the
intermission with 10 points, and
finished with a game-high 22 points.

PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBFJUi//>fa>r,i editor
Junior guard Holly Winger prevents Minnesota's Mindy Hansen from penetrating by applying pressure
defense. Rilinger had a game-high 8 steals to go with 22 points, 8 assists and 7 rebounds Friday.
She also burned Minnesota with the defensive players, and I was left better. This is the same knee that
career bests in assists (8) and wide open."
Schreib underwent season-ending
rebounds (7). Sophomore guard
Heinbaugh rounded out the reconstructive surgery for in January
Nyesha Basey chipped in 12 points backcourt scoring, registering 14
1993.
and 4 rebounds — both career highs.
points to go along with 4 rebounds.
The Dukes did not have too much
"I liked the way they [Rilinger
JMU's lead was also a result of time to rest, winning 73-44 at
and Basey] looked tonight," JMU
hustle underneath the glass. The
Marshall University on Sunday and
head coach Shelia Moorman said.
Dukes outrebounded the Gophers 22returning home for a bout against No.
"That's a pretty good tandem
14 in the first half, and compiled 21
4 Vanderbilt University Dec. 6.
defensively, and they both shot the offensive boards for the game. Junior
'This stretch is a big challenge for
ball well tonight, too."
forward Sarah Schreib led the team
us, and we knew that when we
Basey had the touch on her long- with 10 rebounds, including 8
scheduled it," Moorman said. "But
range jumpers, shooting 5-8 from the offensive boards.
that's what non-conference play is all
floor and 2-3 from beyond the threeThe JMU lead hovered around 10 about — it's having experiences,
point arc.
"
points for the remainder of the game,
learning from them and growing as a
"I just concentrated in warm-ups,
but the Gophers cut the margin to six
team."
and I guess I was on tonight," Basey at the 8:01 mark of the second half.
said. "Holly's penetration helped a After Minnesota leading scorer Kay
Minnesota (63) fg
lot with my shot — she was drawing
ft reb
Schmidt hit three consecutive shots
min m-a m-a o-l
to bring the score to 58-52, the Dukes
Shudlick
24 4-0 0-0 0-2
got help from one of their seven
Iverson
31 5-8 1-2 5-13
freshmen to subside the Gophers'
Stafford
32 7-8 3-4 2-8
surge.
Hun sen
25 0-2 0-1 0-3
"Kish Jordan did a great job on 22
Schmidt
37 6-12 2-7 0-3
Schrieber
9 0-0 04) 0-1
[Schmidt]," Moorman said. "I
Ellis
13 0-1 0-1 0-0
thought she was going to singleKohi MM in
I 0-0 0-0 0-0
handedly bring them back, and Kish
Mass
6 0-2 0-0 0-0
just worked very hard to fight
McNulty
10 2-3 2-2 0-1
through screens. She's physically
Cecka
12 2-3 0-0 0-1
strong and did a real nice job
Totals
200 26-48 9-12 7-34 23 19 63
defensively."
Percentages:
FG—54.2, FT—75 0. 3-point
. Moorman was also impressed by
goals—2-9. 22.2. (Schmidt 2-7, Hansen 0-1.
the defensive efforts of junior center
Ellis 0 I) Blocked shots: none. Turnovers: 23
Jen Turczyn in defending the lane
(Haasen 4. Iverson 4, Schmidt 4, Shudlick 3,
during the Minnesota's second-half
Stafford 3, Ellis 3, Schrieber 2). Steals: 2
comeback bid.
(Stafford. Hansen).
'That's Jen Turczyn's best part of
JMU (73)
1 ft reb
her game — defense and then
min m-a m-a o-t a pf 'P
rebounding," Moorman said. "And
Heinbaugh 28 4-9 (.7 TT
14
that's what we need from her every
Schreib
4-11 0-2 8-10
1(1
night."
Williams, J
2-6 0-0 1-4
4
Rilinger
7-18 8-10 2-7
22
The Dukes received a scare late in
Basey
5-8 0-0 3-4
12
the game. With 5:06 to play, Schreib
Jordan
0-4 2-2 2-2
2
grabbed an offensive reoound and
Heiring
1-2 04) 0-0
2
came down awkwardly on her right
Turczyn
0-3 0-1 1-3
0
leg. She came out of the game and
Williams. E
2-6 3-4 0-2
7
spent the final five minutes watching
Totals
200 25-67 19-26 21-38 12 14 73
from the bench with ice on her knee.
Percentages: FG—37 3, FT—73.1. 3-point
"During this past week. [Schreib's
goals-4-10.40.0, (Basey 2-3, Schreib 2-4,
right knee] has been inflamed,"
Rilinger 0-3). Blocked shots: none. Turnovers:
Rilinger said. "Schreib's a really
11 (Rilinger 2. Heinbaugh 2, J. Williams 2.
tough player, and any time she goes
Schreib I. Basey I, Jordan I, Herring I.
down, you really have to take it
Turczyn I) Steals: 13 (Rilinger 8. Heinbaugh 2.
seriously."
Turczyn 2, J. Williams I).
Moorman said it appeared as if no
Minnesota
28
35
63
further damage has occurred to the
JMU
H
35
73
knee, but that Schreib will just play
Technical fouls: none. A: 750. Officials:
Rilinger flies through the lane for two of her 22 points Friday night.
in games and not practice until it is
Sanseviro, Campbell. Zentz.
M4A*MWuft3l
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Miami placed
on probation
L.A. Tunes/Washington Post
news service
The University of Miami,
which had urged that a decision
on possible sanctions against it be
rendered before Sunday's bowl
invitations were handed out, got
its wish Friday when the NCAA
stripped the Hurricane football
program of 24 scholarships and
banned it from playing in a bowl
game for one season.
The penalties handed down by
the NCAA infractions committee
were for rules violated under
former coaches Dennis Erickson
and Jimmy Johnson.
The Hurricanes were put on
three years probation for
violations in football, baseball,
women's golf and men's tennis.
Miami will lose 13 football
scholarships in the 1996-'97
academic year and 11 more in the
1997-'98 academic year.
Miami President Edward T.
Foote said in a statement that the
school accepted the sanctions and
would not appeal.
"We make no excuses," Foote
said. "Rather, we rededicate
ourselves to offering a program of
intercollegiate athletics known
not only for its competitive teams,
but also for its integrity."
The sanctions came as no
surprise to Miami. The
Hurricanes had admitted guilt on
six of 10 NCAA allegations at a
hearing before the infractions
committee Nov. 10.
The NCAA cited the university
for a lack of institutional control
in its athletic programs.
The No. 22 Hurricanes, who
tied for the Big East title with an
8-3 record, were being considered
as a possible opponent against
Notre Dame in the Orange Bowl.
Orange Bowl officials, who
saw Notre Dame-Miami as an
attractive draw and a rematch of a
great 1980s rivalry, say the game
was far from a done deal.
"All along, Miami was just an
option for us." Orange Bowl
spokeswoman Lisa Franson said.
"Miami hadn't been decided.
Now, we'll go with what options
we have."
Those plans probably still
include the Irish, but now Big
East co-champion Virginia Tech
or Florida State University loom
as possible opponents.
The Orange and Sugar bowls
will get alternating choices for the
remaining four alliance teams —
Notre Dame, Florida State,
Virginia Tech and University of
Texas.
The big winner in the Miami
fallout is Virginia Tech (9-2),
which is now guaranteed a spot in
the six-team alliance.
Although the Hokies tied for
the Big East title and defeated
Miami earlier this season, there
was a chance they would have
been passed over by the alliance
because the conference does not
have a tie-breaking procedure for
determining a champion.
It would have been left to the
alliance to choose between the
Hokies and Hurricanes, with
Miami probably getting the edge
because of its Orange Bowl ties.
Next season, the Big East will
have a tie-breaking formula to
avoid such a scenario.
•>
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Four teams made it a fall to remember
Oh, what a fall.
The various JMU fall athletic teams gave us
quite a season to remember — one that rates up
there with one of the most memorable, if not
successful, ever for the university.
With the men's soccer team's loss this
weekend at Duke University in the NCAA
quarterfinals, the fall season has finally come to
an end.
Let's take a look back.
In most cases, when a team gets a new
coach, writers, prognosticators and fans are
never quite sure what to think. Teams with new
coaches are always considered question marks.
Then, there were the Dukes. New coach?
New staff? New offense? Who cares? Let's
pick the Dukes to win the Yankee Conference
and rank them as the No. 7 team in the country
"ocfore a game is even played.
The problem is, everybody forgot one thing:
new problems.
Like injuries, for instance. The defense was
suspect this year to begin with, but the losses of
end Julius Williams and tackle Marcus Cuttino
before the season started did not help. But once
the season started, geez! In the weekly press
release, the injury report was the longest section
(outside of "team records against Morgan
State").
One of the most familiar sights for JMU fans
was defensive linemen Steve Logan and Renell
Jones sitting next to each other on the training
table on the sideline. I think they had reserved
seats.
Another unexpected problem: dissension.
Maybe the players didn't like the new staff, or
their hew style, or their new offense. Maybe
they were more comfortable with the old Rip
regime.
It started in spring practice, when
quarterback Mike Cawley began complaining
about the new offense, and how the coaches
•-would not listen to the players. The phrase, "If
it ain't broke, don't fix it," began resonating
from and around the practice field.
It came to a height near the end of the season
this year. Preseason All American tight end Ed
Perry, who had also missed games due to
injury, complained to the press about Coach
Alex Wood and his staff. Perry felt that he was
not getting the ball enough, and that the
coaches did not listen. He had little else to say
this season after a closed door meeting with the
coach, but it was obvious that this team was not
one big happy family.
Despite these problems, the team continued
to win, at least at the beginning of the season.
, After almost knocking off No. I McNeese State
in front of a wet JMU home crowd, the Dukes
struggled through five Yankee games, winning
all of them in the last quarter of play. They

Still, how many repeats do you see? Very
were 6-1 and still ranked in the top 10 in the
country, as well as holding down the No. 1 in few. It is one of the hardest things in sports to
the conference.
do. The Dukes were defending their title every
It caught up with them, though. University game. It is an old clich.6, but for each of their
of Delaware smashed the Dukes on opponents, it was the national title game.
Homecoming. University of Richmond
While we're on the subject of women's
mimicked our mid-season late-game heroics, sports, let's look at the soccer team. Miracle on
and beat JMU at home. Things looked bleak, grass? Family affair? Team effort? Stepping
and the team that was supposed to be all that up? All of the above?
was looking real flat.
This is a team that, according to some, had
Thank God for Northeastern University. The not lived up to expectations in the last few
Huskies were just awful enough for JMU to years. They had often been ranked in the
beat on the road, thus keeping playoff hope preseason and during the season, but had never
alive. A win at home against University of taken that next step: winning a CAA title and
Connecticut also helped, and some timely
advancing to the NCAA tournament.
losses by other Yankee teams gave the Dukes
Nobody expected that step to be taken this
their second consecutive NCAA Division I-AA
season. The Dukes lost a number of key players
playoff invitation.
from last year's team, and were fielding a squad
Their late-season slide aside, the Dukes were that had just one senior, Ashley Williamson.
given a No. 13 seed, pairing them against No. 2 Add 12 freshmen to the mix, and you look at a
and undefeated Appalachian State. 341 rushing
season that has rebuilding written all over it.
yards later, the Dukes were sent home, falling
After the first few games, that seemed to be
28-21.
playing out true to form. They opened the
This team was not unsuccessful, though. It season with a record of 1-3, with their only win
faced
more ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
being at lowly
pressure than
Radford
any other squad
University.
has ever faced.
Then, JMU
It had more
hosted
its
injuries than on
invitational
"ER." And the
tournament,
team had a lot to
which saw
adjust to.
— John M. Taylor
both
Could they
University of
have
done
Kentucky, a
better? Probably. Should they have done better? traditional power, and Minnesota, ranked 20th,
Hard to say. Did this team play with a lot of fall to JMU in one weekend.
heart, refusing to give up? Coach Wood and
After righting their record at 4-3, the Dukes
everyone else involved with this team will give
suffered a double whammy against University
you a definite yes on that one.
of Connecticut. Their blowout loss was
Speaking of pressure, the JMU field hockey accompanied with the loss of midfielder
team had to deal with the specter of coming Samantha Andersh for the rest of the year with
into the season ranked No. 1 in the country. The a shattered shin.
Dukes handled it well.
Yet, again, the women surprised many by
Team Thate rolled over the competition this
winning their next three games. That third win
season, compiling a 16-4 record while not saw them lose team captain Kristi Palmaccio to
falling below No. 6 in the national polls.
torn knee ligaments. Despite another crushing
Oddly enough, these women still had a goal
injury loss, the Dukes kept winning. They won
that they had not accomplished. Despite
all six of their following games and, despite a
winning the national title, JMU had never won
late season slide, went into the CAA
a Colonial Athletic Association crown, which tournament as the No. 3 seed.
Old Dominion had owned for 11 straight years.
JMU stormed through the CAA tournament,
This year JMU finally knocked off ODU in the beating two of the teams that they had lost to in
CAA final, bringing home yet another trophy the last month of the season in winning the first
for the stellar squad.
ever CAA title for the program. The only
Once again, JMU cruised to the Final Four problem was, that title did not come with an
in the NCAA tournament, hosted at Wake
automatic bid to the NCAAs, so they had to
Forest University. The only problem was they
wait to learn their fate.
met undefeated University of North Carolina in
This team's mascot should have been Fate.
the semifinal round. The Dukes were unable to They won their first CAA title, made the
overcome the Tar Heels, and finally bowed out.
NCAA tournament — another first for the

Sports
Commentary

program — and advanced to the second round
of the tournament.
The Dukes answered so many questions,
though. They overcame obstacle after obstacle.
1 once called them a team that "refuses to give
up." Nothing describes them better. Next year
they will be even better. Count on it.
And finally, we come to the men's soccer
team, which lost Saturday to Duke, 3-2, in the
NCAA quarterfinals.
Talk about a team with question marks.
Much had been said and written about this
team's struggle to get to the top this year. No
preseason rankings, despite its success last year.
In two words, no respect. This team welcomed
it.
All it did was win. The Dukes started the
season 12-0, a JMU record. They finished up
slow, but still tied for their fifth CAA regularseason title in six years. JMU finished the
regular season with a 15-3-1 record.
After easily defeating VCU in the first round
of the CAA, the team suffered a surprising loss
to George Mason University in the second
round. Similar to the football team's'
predicament at the end of the season, they were
not sure if they had accomplished enough to
earn a bid to the NCAAs. No team had ever
gotten an at-large bid from the CAA.
Chalk up another first for JMU. The Dukes
were selected, and faced Princeton in the first
round at Reservoir Street Field. JMU played
with emotion, led by seniors Nate Fairchild and
Patrick McSoriey. The team was relieved to get
their close, I-Owin.
Did I say close? How about a shootout with
University of Maryland, who the Dukes had
knocked off earlier in the year. After a 2-2
deadlock remained after overtime, they were
forced into a penalty kick situation with the
Terps.
Led by keeper Barry Purcell, the only keeper
in the world that loves shootouts, they came out
ahead, and advanced to the quarterfinals for the
second consecutive year.
Which brings us to the Duke game this past
weekend. The end of a run, the end of careers,
the end of the season.
What was special about this fall? Well, JMU
brought home two CAA tournament titles and
two regular season CAA titles. There were
numerous records broken, both by teams and
individuals. Each team overcame huge
obstacles and roadblocks, but was still
successful.Four teams, four NCAA tournament
appearances. One quarterfinal appearance, and
one Final Four.
This has been one of the best falls ever at
JMU. Consider yourselves fortunate to have
been a part of it.

orts Hi
SWIMMING
Men tie American University
The JMU men's swimming'team claimed
first and third-place points in the 400
freestyle relay and tied American
University 115-115, in a Colonial Athletic
Association dual meet Nov. 18 in
Harrisonburg.
Senior Rich Rowland was JMU's only
individual winner as the Dukes relied on
their depth to pull off the tie. Rowland
won the 1000 freestyle in 9:51.22 and took
the 500-yard freestyle in 4:50.60.
The Dukes first place 400-meter
freestyle relay team was comprised of
freshmen Adam Prem, Paul Oehling,

Michaels Mahlstedt and junior Brian
Manning. The Dukes record fell to 0-1-1
for the season.

Women's team dominates AU
The Dukes crushed American
University's small squad in a 118-77 final,
Nov. 18. JMU led 104-20 after seven
events and swam exhibition races for the
rest of the meet. Junior Amanda Kuehl was
a winner on both the one and three-meter
boards.
Freshman Beth Elie claimed first in the
400 individual medley in 4:39.94 and in
the 200 butterfly in 2:13.55. Freshman
Missy Schofield won the 1000 freestyle in
10:42.79 and unofficially won the 500freestyle in 5:19.77

BASKETBALL

WRKSn

i\(;

Dukes destroy Marshall, 73-44

JMU takes fourth at Navy Classic

The JMU women's basketball team used
a 29-0 run late in the game to dominate
Marshall University Sunday at the
Henderson Center in Huntington, W.Va.
The win, which was the Dukes third
straight, advanced JMU's record to 3-1.
Junior forward Sarah Schreib led all
scorers with 17 points, and tied for a teamhigh 7 rebounds with sophomore guard
Nyesha Basey. Freshman guard Kish
Jordan had 15 points and 6 boards, both
career bests. JMU held the Thundering
Herd to 25 percent from the floor while
shooting 47 percent. The Dukes ataf onr-'
rebounded Marshall 47-36.

JMU placed fourth among eight teams at
the 18th Annual Navy Invitational, Nov.
18, in Annapolis, Md. The Dukes scored a
school-record 79 points, had its first
individual champion in 11 seasons and had
a program-high eight placewinners.
Junior Doug Detrick captured the overall
title at 126 pounds with a 1-0 decision over
teammate Pete Smith. Smith's semifinal
victory was the 50th career win for the
senior. JMU's other placewinners were
junior Ken Rossi, freshman Dave Vollmer,
freshman Jon Borelli, junior Trenton
•fresrimarr Daemon tichukz.*
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JMU sweeps every event, beats Radford 199.30-140.35

t- -

(above) Junior Ray Gradecki performs on the parallel bars In
Sunday's meet against Radford University in Godwin Hall,
(left) Junior Chris Golden competes on the rings en route to a
9.4S score. Golden took first-place honors in five of the six
events, finishing first overall with a score of 53.5.
PHOTOS BY J. MICHAEL ROGEHStstaff photographer
*r
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STOP
Mon.
Dec. 4

What you're
doing...

lues.
Dec. 5

Wed.
Dec. 6

Basketball (men)
G«orge
Washington
7:30

Thur.
Dec. 7

Fri.
Dec. 8

Sat.
Dec. 9

Sun.
Dec. 10

Hampton
at Richmond
TBA

Basketball (Women)
VanderbUt
7:30 p.m.

Get Caught in
Breeze Net

*—*
Gymnastics

TODAY!

Swimming and Diving

JMU's own INTERACTIVE
lication is now on-line!
HTTP://BREEZE.JMU.EDU

Wrestling

^j

Home games are shaded.
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HE
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35
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UH

pM
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[52

101
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1
S
9
13
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^11" 1

1"
■

PT

■T
12

91

11

■■I
02

18
19
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
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3* 40

30
31
32
33
36
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ji-
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—
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1r
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■ tor

m

SuHIo —
lmpn»**lonabl*
— atnoir
Actor'• lab?
Suun lucci role
Edgar—Poe
Atfirmaliva vote
With proficiency
Singer's
plaything?
Fit of pique
Louvre locale
School on the
Thama*
Par) of a tonnal
Coda name

DOWN
1 Artistic mov*m*nt
2 Out ol town
3 Character ol
sound
4 —cart*
5 Warren occupant
6 Crooked
7 Dutch painter
8 Japanese delicacy
9 Takes an oath
10 Annoy* by
constant attacks
11 Leaves
12 Art —
13 Wis* lawgiver
14 Frame ol a ship
15 Cord on an Arab
headdress
16 Gainsay
20 Actr**i Fabray
21 Deadly gas
23 Mora
levelheaded

■t JT
J
W■

37 Laurel
36 Physician*' org.
41 Adjust lor a boiler

Inlormelion
Breathing sound
Rudt ttruclurt
Herring

17 0flbtH

S3

■f

HE
so

12 |

BJp7

■■3 |M|

•9

«

Jt JP"
Jr
Jl p .1 IFprfT
I" JE
*P"
E
J"
Ji
E
-P"
-PI
E

sT

■
■f "

io

u,«
liot

61 The Magnificent
■

62 Blotch
63 Condition

42 For**! food lor
hog*
43 Gashes
45 Coalition
46 Aspect
47 Ripped
46 Undivided
49 Subject
50 Handle rudely
51 Author's grade?
55 Nip in the Dud
56 Audrey Hepburn
movie
58 Netherworld
59 Long**! river In
Fr»nc*
60 Control* e hor»e

64
65
67
68
70
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
80
81

Pittsburgh product
Most concise
-Beau—"
Actor* paintings?
Short flight
Employer
G*»r tooth
*- RioV
H*ad ol Franca
Soon
Official document
Steak order
Diamond weight
Kennedy or
Danson
82 Enjoy a meal
63 Prtchar*

28 Divorc*
29 Depot*: abbr.
30 British
submachine gun
31 Pofchdty
33 Coarse hominy
34 Inventor How*
35 Singer's start?
36 N*w*woman
Shriver
37 Kitchen
laalura*
38 Band leader'*
plant?
39 SHk fabric
40 Racord: abbr.
42 Sound* ol
dielrees
44 Nary'* Sophia
45 Stolid
47 Cord
49 China** religion
follower

51 Mont
commonplace
52 Translucent
53 Expert
54 Fred's dancing
sister
57 Vanquished
5t ASIooge
61 "All the world* a
■

62
63
64
65
66
67
69
71
73
75
77
78

Needk*
Fr. river
Rang*
Ruler*
D*moH»h
FSghl of *t*p* to I
rtveitank
TwaJvamonth*
Fount*
Card game
Forbidden
Dock
Oat the picture

Here On Planet Earth\5co« Trobaugh

85
86
87
86
89
93
94
97
98
99
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
106

Foolish talk
Vicinity
Neglects
MachuPieehu
land
Actress's plant
Extraordinary
act
Meadow sound
MekxJe*
Understood
Actor'* money
Monty and
Ar**r*o
Bowlovar
Golden —
OppoMd
Tow«rd *h*lt*r
Arctic transport
Clarinet feature
Noggin

79 Depend
80 Two-wheeled
vehidee
62 Evening gown
64 Became flaccid
65 Glowed
88 "—ol Two Cities"
87 kind of point
88 Norman
Vincent —
89 Laugh
90 Russian nv*r
91 Egyptian rrver
92 Corny
partormam
93 Chimney passage
94 CauMol
destruction
95 Judicial
proceedings
96 Rtlaled
99 Flub
I
100 Pok*
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uuuau anna ciuaau uana
nnnri noun llflUUD []□□□
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Wt UltW fiWr
1W. K'bS ^DST i\tf
Wtife lulfik

xSwhf
WrVfWrirrHHriMKHHHrW

Night Ufc\Mario Nozzarella
WAP£l PO YOU
HEAR TOST?

W(\VE, YOU Hf\VE
CAVALRY.

7D

Gt€T US OUT

Of ims CELL.

WELL, YOU'RE NrGHT
R/ttSJ QREtJ'T VOU?

rv

WWb ELSE.
\CouLV..B.EZ

iNtglMffft Mo»A„.$vMm HP

-

Otters Tricks & TipS\rosh Natbanson
[TftUkfrlH = HONAJ TO tAfrl * SON.C
:G tT
» ^.7r STETV fciow
TT^TTP-

VslUKTLP

A

r-^--1
^^A

n
J

Calvin and HobbesVWtf Watterson
IbJRE LISTENING TO 'BOOMER 102'
C7-<S5/C ROCK-WHERE VIE PROMISE
NOT TO EXPOSE. "(00 TO ANYTHING
1CM HAVENY HEARD A MILLION
.
TIMES BEFORE.1

xV

No WAY ROMULUS, IT'S YOUR TOW

WELL GET RIGH1 BACK TO MORE HITS
FROM THOSE HfiU SCHOOL DAMS WHEN
tWR WORLD STOPPED-. BUT FIRST, UERES
OUR CRlTK TO REVIEW THE LATEST
MOVIE BASED ON A «H OR '70i
TV SHOW'

I TOOK MOM FOR A WALK LASTT'/ME"
•

j//*fe

Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z
EVER NOTICE HOW
\ /3^
MAlM COMERS AT IONS \#i, '
REVOLVE ARCWHD
p^> 5"
TV SHOWS AND
MOVIES?

OUR COMMON REFERENCES ARE
EVENTS THAT NEVER HAPPENED AND
PEOPLE NEU. NEVER. MEET/ WE
KNOW MORE ABOUT CELEBRITIES
AMD FIOIOUAL CHARACTERS THAU
WE KNOW ABOJT OJR NEIGHBORS.'

WAT MUST BE. WHV
HEW HCWSES AREHT
BUILT WITH BIG
FRONT PORCHES
ANYMORE.

I CANT BELIEVE
DAD WONT LET ME
HAVE A TV IN
Ml OWN ROOM.

WlZ

ffj=Y ; STlTtUFACE.
SO MA/W peopiE TUltiK
THAT DoLPMlAJS ARE CLt\i^
\ AMD FRlBKlW-V. CAS) THEY
/JOT SEE 7/4 E TRuTi-4?

tOT£;MYA55i
ITHEY'RE

«

..

>••••... -

EU/LX5AV.
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Calendar of Events

AIR WALK
I • ft 1 «i it

barton

burton^*
w&%r

. 7" - Dec. JL G

Thursday
■■■■■■■■■

" *-v* 432-0280

Nm/ to 5*6,

December 7

Friday

eddie from

OHO

with special guest: Pat McGee

Fighting Gravity

December 8

with special guest: Agents of Good Roots

Saturday

Daily Planet

December 9

Thursday
e

Advertise in Hie Breeze
classifieds!

?

Puddle Duck

Dc i <■ inbc r 14

Friday

December 15

Plea9e come to TTie Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony weekdays
between 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

with special guest: The J In Mary

Saturday

Classifieds cost $2.50 for the first ten words
and $2.00 for each additional ten words.

December 16

Ultra Dog Blues
special guests: Spilling Dew

M

Now
$2,699
i>r > i'1/miintlt

. Borrow. Sftfl.
Power Macintosh' 6100
DOS Compatible w/CD

1MB RAM/ynmibmlitm.
nntrlVtOlpmaor. CD-ROM dm
15'color monitor, tnboanlandirmae

«
Computer Loan
Applicatfan

Now
$2,119
nr M'l/iminili

Powar Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CD

Sure, there's more lhan one way lo gel the money you need lo buy a Macintosh'
computer Bui none is as painless as this Because all you have to do is visit
lite authorized Apple reseller listed below, apply for an Apple' Computer Loan,
and if you qualify, you an own a Mac" for a buck or two a day Thais right.
for (he price of a daily latie. you can get a Mac and haw money left owr for

software and a printer. It's easy No growling for funds on the phone with the
folks is required There'll be no bail to post after robbing
bank You
won't
uuing the
mecanii
uiuwoni
even haw to make a payment for 90 days' Just call
1-800-Apple-LN lo apply, and die power of Macintosh
could soon be votirs The power to be your best"

Applet

mmwwmBbcmitm*.
PourrPC'601 proaaor, CD-ROMdnit.
ITahr momKrr. to/jourrand motor

Now $369

For further information visit

The JMU Computer Program
in the JMU Bookstore
Warren Hall • 568-3989
Ik-. i-wamAnfjminirimvi /»m »;•« w»» •o«4l™l.Vn*»a»i™ tlffmnj»rr imam 15 "96 »/»m»r«/«//in»r»«Vi«*TW• a'fciraamf'fe'ftlalni Immummimtilunm.ltm'XI-mn
yrnl,4W*thlHI*lwT^1<mlrilhm-mi*r«w>»rl>,Jhri»tiiMi»».'rr>':»<r-il«IWi* 7fei«w*/i/»r><r« ««<»>'«tor»<M-«lmloM«iMb<»>U[(Ili;iJI >fe/i «//•*• a
■•^/>»'tM»^«rVU*W/i'»*^rrU.n.i*»ni(mM;«3OTrf«a>««^^
Mm • iwnatlr Ix* C* »t Coanmml H^rr Ihli 1*0
««nWf*tf\ fornmr* Ik mom* a/tMrr IW Wi»i mtmt rm ct II 1:1 ttO in mrniml frrmm/t mm lATfl 1/ II95\ llrnilto/mmrm/m Ik m* ht* mmyimlMMxbm'mtot mU bt St} 10
Maa/Mr ptjntml tmt Art ikon aiiaawi an m-fmmml n/prlm-llml nlMm Itclmtr Wit or html uln «.> AkmlUr fmmnls ml run- trptnilf m Html nmfmltr mum fntm. Ufl
I—1 .mimnn tin, mU l/xil uln l»xa. nditmmtt It lit mMUt rtrktlr Imrml mt PrtaMbpcam ratttUa Ik fan pntm hklixmt f umMr frul fan tffrml btajppu notUMr
ira/tltnmitxumnll 1**11* mm*!txfa *mr tni 1an/v-W lltn fof mK m Unvb\ ©W5A/fkCompute /»< At'raht rmmtd VI* *.«»*ta» JttcMnataM' 7V(wo It trniir«ra ««.
k-rilmhmrlit/AMtrampmtrlK Jim 1«imtmam t/A/ftt Cnmnilrr /% i/mfAr AM» n Ttwrnf m»»~ii 1/M»fc<|» .ttJtarontf mw»arr *«■»»» »annatfc at:»»JV>J,.I1-« a> ,WW
« ••ftxaar'i'f a<l/aalm>'lill»<aHorr7Vm>.>'554«W
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Color StylaWritor- 2400
w/CarriShop Plut*
/«* airtndgt mrl able indiuU
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What:

FOR RENT

An Invitation to our
Off CampiM Homing

ForMt HHto tMmhouMa for rwitJune 1, 1996 May 31, 1997.
$1150/mo. Call owner/agent
Jordan Rohrer at (D)89f>8998 or

"Opetl HoUSeWhere:
718 Port Republic Road
between Exxon A Hunter* Ridge
when:
December 8, 1995

(E)564-1388. ■

For rant - 1BR/2BR apt. in
Hunter's Ridge after December 20.
Contact BecW. (703)433-8767.

from 1p.m. to 5p.m.
Why:

To show you the largoat selection
ofhoiMmgavallabletoJMU
students
Who:
The Prudential Funkhou**r A
Aaaodataa Inc. Property
Mgt. Dtv. 434-8180

Four M apt*, at 801 S. rBgjTst.
432-3979

Two A throe BR towwheuaaa - 3
blocks from campus. 432-3979
University Place - 4 BR,
completely furnished. W/D, A/C,
DW. 432-3979

Spring *ubi«-Old* Mtt.rWie",
great roommates. Call Eunice,
564-1126.

Oae * two BR aata. - Deck,
house. Mason St. 432-3979
Seven BR house - Two bathrooms,
two kitchens, June lease. 4323979

Uv* m luxury at the Funkhou** 1BR sublease January-June. 478
S. Mason St. $190+ utilities. Call
Derek, 432-1977.

Two or throe BR townhouoaa - 1
1/2 bath, 2 blocks from campus
on Liberty St. August or June
lease. Anytime. 432-3979.

Spring sublease - Forest Hill*.
Contact Scott or Chris. 564-1597
Beat th* rental rush) Now
accepting applications for June
'96. Keister School area. 3BR
townhouse, $675/mo. Call for
details, (540)574-0018. leave
message.

Spring sublet - University Place,
$210/mo. CaH Misty, 564-2883.
Roommate needed - M/F,
Hunter's Rklge, Spring, $175/mo.
Call Mark, 564-1392.

Forest Hill* - Village Una. 5BR
townhouse. Two units available.
$1,150.
August 1
lease.
Appliances provided. Call Keith,
432-1891, Agent Kline Realty.

University Place - 3 or 4BR apt.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576
College Station/University Coort4 or 5BR townhouses. Furnished.
Apple Real Estate Inc. (540)4339576

Hunter's Ridge - 4BR, 2 bath
condo, top floor, privately
managed, recently painted. 10 mo.
lease, $205. Call Chris, 4331254.

9BR house - Two kitchens, 3
baths, Old S. High. Begin August
'96. X3068
5BR house* - All amenities. Begin
May & August for '96-'97. x3068

Olde Mill Village - Spring '96, own
room, 10 mir). bike to campus, laid
back roommates, quiet place. Call
Mike, 434-4683.

Female roommate needed Spring semester. Rent/utilities,
$115/mo. Call 433-9416.

FOR SALE

4BR, 2 bath condo - Fully
furnished. 0/W, W/D, desks, ,
dishes,
MW,
TV.
Lease,'
$195/person. Available August
16,1996. 432-6305
Sublease apt. - January-August.
JM Apts. Unfurnished. $150/mo.
Call Tripp. 4346786.
University Court townhouse 3BR, furnished, private deck, pool,
full size W/D. MW. walk. August
1996. $220/each. 432-6993
Fall - 6BR, S225-S235, 10 min.
walk, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, laundry.
432-7915
January '96-7 mo*, subleases,
$185-$200 includes heat, 8 mm.
walk. 432-7915
F»tl - 1 * 2BR apt*., quiet. $325
& $475, 12 min. walk. 432 7915
January - 1 & 2BR apt*., 12 min.
walk, quiet, $325, $450. 4327915
One BR apt. - Available January 1,
Dutch Mill Ct. 574-0697 '
Forest Hills townhouse* - Taking
applications for next year. Also
available 5BR house, available
June 1.1996. Call 433-0796.
Spacious BR available - In Forest
Hills townhouse for Spring
semester. Fireplace, front porch,
back deck, close to campus,
accomodating roommates. Call
■"4471J.

Home-brewing kit* - Hops,
yeasts, grains, extracts, literature.
432-6799
30 Americana Encyclopedia* - 4
health & medical encyclopedias &
2 comprehensive dictionaries. All
leather bound with gold trim.
Condition looks new. $800/obo.
Still paying on them. Call if
interested. Will deliver. (304)2495279, leave message.
Sofa, chair, wardrobe A computer
desk. Price negotiable, available
immediately. 574-0762
Kenwood KAL 823 sub amp (160w x2) & two Cerwin Vega 12"
subs. Price negotiable. Call
Brendhan, 432 6932.

HELP WANTED
$1,750 weekly possible - Mailing
our circulars. For info call
(202)393-7723.
International employment - Earn
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For info call, (206)6321146, XJ53251.
National Parks hiring - Seasonal
& full time employment available at
National Parks, Forest & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Call (206)545-4804, XN53251.

It's here!

Holiday Help Wanted
Fairfax, VA
Hickory Ham* I* hiring fuli-time
temporary positions to begin
December (15-20). Counter tale*
* food prep available. $6/hr.
Cat: (703)818-7445
138M Metrotech Dr.

ChantMy.VA 22021
Cat** aMpa now hiring - Earn up
to $2,0O0*/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & fuH-tlme
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more
info
call
(206)634-0468,
XC53252.
Ski free! Masssnutttn F/B now
accepting application*
for
seasonal food/beverage staff.
Kitchen, housekeeping, cocktail,
barbacks, bus, door personnel.
Apply at Fairways or call 2895794.
Summer camp staff - Holiday Lake
4-H Educational Center is
accepting applications for summer
camp staff through February 2,
1996. Must be a high school
graduate & 19 years old or have
one year of college. Salary plus
room/board. The following
positions are available: Office
Assistant/Store Keeper, Lifeguard,
Waterfront Director, Camp EMT.
Staff
Coordinator,
Ri fiery.
Nature/Aquatics, Archery, Canoe,
Outdoor Skills, Ropes Course &
Barn Animals Instructors. For
application/additional info contact
Greg Wallace, Program Director,
Rt. 2, Box 630, Appomattox, VA
24522 or call (804)248-5444. An
EO/AA employer.
Leasing consultant - For student
housing complex. Weekends
required. Apply at The Commons,
Port Republic Rd. or call 432-

0600.

v^

Fundraiser - Have fun earning
$500+ in one week! Student
organizations needed for mktg
project on your campus. Must be
motivated & organized. Call Gina,
(800)592-2121, xl98.
Winter Break Work
Sll.05412.5S/start
1-5 week work assignments for
students. Flexible hours. Resume
experience for alt majors. Secure
summer position NOWI Apply
Immediately upon returning horns.
Fairfax/Prince William (703)359-7600
Virginia Bosch
(804)460-5600
Arlington/Alexandria...(703)82 0-8222

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Grey cat, faint black
stripes, tan collar. Tina, 564-0644.

SERVICES
Melrose
Parties, Formal*,
Karaoke, 10,000+ songs. National
DJ Connection. 4330360
Document* typed - Professional.
Guaranteed. Reasonable rates.
Pickup/deliver. 564-2550
Free financial aid! Over $6 billion
in public & private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parents
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services, (800)2636495, XF53252.
International Students - Visitor*.
DV-1 Gfeencard Program available.
(800)660-7167 or (818)772-7168.

How would you Ilk* to send that
special someone the gift of music
for Christmas? The Madisonians
are selling vocal A instrumental
quartets for the Christmas season.
We have all your favorite standards
& some more contemporary songs
as well. Taking orders now! Call
Andy Hite at 564-1292 to place an
order. $3 for the first song, $2
each additional song.
NOTICE
For more information and
aaalatawo* regarding th*
Investigation of financing
biwJneee opportuntt lee A work-art
home opportunrtl**, contact the
Better Buekies* Bureau Inc.,
at (703)342-3455.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break!
Bahamas Party
Cruise 7 Days $279

Ski / S-oweW-t
IHTTHOLUCim SHI MM 96
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\Campus Reps
Needed
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j-800-999-Ski-9
SU * Snowboard - Winter Break &
Spring Break '96 Intercollegiate ski
weeks, only $219. Includes: 5 day
lift ticket, 5 nights lodging (luxury
condo)/5 days Intercollegiate
activities (drinking age 18).
Sponsors include Molson A
Labatts. Mt. Orford, Canada (just
across the Vermont border). Group
leader/Rep. discounts. Call Ski
Travel Unlimited. (800)999-SKI-9.

It's Better In The Bahamas!
15 Meals *B Parties -Taxes
•(800)878-6386
Don't Proscrastinate
Free travell Spring Break '961
Party in Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida. Guaranteed
lowest prices around! For. free info
packet! (800>426-7710.
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! Early Specials! 7 Days
$2791 Includes 15 Meals & 6
Parties! Great Beaches/Nightlife!
Prices Increase 12/151 Spring
Break Travel. (800)678-6386.
Spring Break! Panama City! Early
Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room
With Kitchen $129! Walk To Best
Bars! Key West $259! Cocoa
Beach Hilton $169! Prices
Increase 12/15! Spring Break
Travel, (800(678-6386.

Attention Spring Breakers
Book Now!
Jamalca/Cancun $389
Bahamas $359
Panama Clty/Daytona $129
Sell Trip*, Eam Cash, Go Free!

NOW u t*i« Ctnsr to guarantee th*
lotvesl ralei 67 best hotel selection
/or Spring Break '96. After Jan.
1st, our prices will increase 67 hotel
choices will be limited. Leisure
Tours has complete packages to
South Padre Island, Cancun, 67
Mardi Qras.
L.T.I.

For FREE rnfo.
(800)838-8203
Spring Break '96 - Cancun,
Bahamas & Florida. Parties,
sightseeing & more! For Spring
Break or campus rep info, call
Vagabond Tours. (800)7000790.

WANTED
Intramural Supervisor! Spring
1996. Applications accepted Nov.
27-Dec. 7. Contact University
Recreation IM/SC Office, Taylor
200. x3940.

(800)234-7007

Wanted - Cars for parts. 8675871

Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 111% Lowest Price
Guarantee! 7 Nights Air From
Richmond & Hotel From $399!
Book Early! Save $100 On
Food/Drinks! Spring Break Travel,
(800)678€386.

Wanted - Responsible, reliable
student needed to run timing
system at home swim meets. No
experience needed. This is a paid
position. Contact Coach Teal,
x6528.
.

Travel free for Spring Break '96 Form a group of 15 & travel free +
earn $$$. Cancun, Bahamas.
Florida, Carnival Cruises, Food &
drinks included. (800)574-7577,
x302.
Wantedl Individuals, student
organizations to promote Spring
Break. Earn money & free trips.
Call Inter Campus Programs,
(800)327-6013.
http://www.icpt.com

Spring Break
Hurry! Price* Increase 12/15!

Cancun $379!
7 hlfht • Ab From nicKuQedl

Jamaica $419!
7 NlfMi >k • HoMI Free SvttM/DlMOanttl

Florida $119!
(SO0IS7SSM4

Female roommate needed Spring '96. Olde Mill. $200/mo.,
negotiable. Call Danielle, 4335978.
College graduates - New
international marketing company
expanding on the east coast,
looking for positive, success
oriented individuals. (703)5910422

PERSONALS
Bring this ad to The Studio & get
$3 off any hair service. Call 4348188 for an appt.
Adoption - Loving childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Happy,
secure home, full-time mother. Call
Dian-A Joe, (800)579-1860;
collect, (703)8301341.

BREEZE NET
JMU's own INTERACTIVE ON-LINE PUBLICATION

HTTP://BREEZE.JMU.EDU
It's Easy
»■*»»» ■*.•-■

It's Time
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Adoption - What do you want for
your baby? Preschool teacher &
graduate studies manager offer
strong, happy marriage, cozy
home, family outings, hugs,
laughter & tons of love. Let's talk;
maybe we can help each other - a
secure home for your baby, & an
answer to our prayers. Jacqui &
Mark,
(800)770-6436
or
mhc2mOvirginia.edu
or
Nonsectarian adoption counselor,
(800)6904206.

Red Cross
Blood Drive
Dec. 5th
PC Ballroom
11a.m. to 4p.m.
Young childless coups* searching
for a baby to love & adopt. Call
Lynette & Dave. (800)249-1927'J,
access code 43.
^^
Th* Counseling A Student
Development Center is offering die
following workshops focusing on
various relationship issues:
Communication
Skills
&
Relationships. 12/4, 12pm.
Multicultural Issues. 12/5, 1011:30a.m.; Conflict Resolution,
12/5,
12:30-l:30p.m.;
Understanding
Destructive
Relationships, 12/7, 9-lOa.m. All
workshops will be held in Alumnae
208. Call x6552 to sign up or just
show up!

Congratulations
IIXF; Lambda Class:
Derrick Ayres, Tanya Bank*,
Ryan Benton, Trtcla Bradt,
Kris Brown, Jason Cervanek,
Chris Farrell, Carolyn French,
Brian Gaynor, Kyle Krlsko,
Nicole Pinko, Laura Parke,
Steve Ruwe, Stephanie Scates,
Paul Tata, Jessica Tencza,
Gayle Voyel, Debbie WrUcham,
Nicky Witt. John Wolford,
Aaron Wyman, & Allison Young.

Welcome to the
Brotherhood!
Cory J - Congratulation*! We're
going to have an awesome year!
I'm so glad to see you in letters.
Love, Lisa.
Hope everyone has a safe & happy
holiday. Good luck with finals!
Love, Alpha Phi.
CROP Walk money Is due
Thursday. Dec. 7. Please send it to
Box 7192, campus mail. Thank
you. Any questions, call Becky at
4336736.
Hey December grads!
Are you subletting your room
Spring semester? Once you
receive permission from your
landlord, you are (till ultimately
responsible for the rent &
condition of the apartment
eventhough you are not living
there. Be sure you trust the
subietter A take a security
deposit, sign a contract, & do a
walk-through In order to avoid a
headache. If you haven't found a
subletter yet, or If you have any
question*, stop by the Center for
Off-Campus Living on the
1st floor of Taylor Hall today!
To place a classified ad In The
Breeze, please come to The
Breeze office In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, weekdays
from 8 a.m.-S p.m.
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The Best Pizza In Town
*

Best Pizza
Best Price

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

plus tax
Medium 2 or 3 topping
^ and 2 FREE Drinks

Medium Pizzas
(up to 3 toppings)
&

4 FREE Drinks

[ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

Pizza, Pasta, Salad & Dessert
MON. - FRI. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m
5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m

.3.99
..„...4.99

ALL DAY SAT & SUN 11-8:30

plus tax
Large 1 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

•2 Wide Screen TVs &VCRs
• 3 Party Rooms / Banquet Facilities Available

<lfc7r

Large Pizzas
(up to 3 toppings)

Visit GattiIand...Over 30 New Games

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

&

8 FREE Drinks

FAST, FREE DELIVER
1.1a.m. —12 midnight Sun.-Thurs.
11 a.m. -1 a.m. Fri - Sat

i
plus tax

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

plus tax
large 2 or 3 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary
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